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THE DEATH LIST
•




The Fifth Week of Campaign




New Orleans, August v.—With
four deaths during the night there
was an indication of a slight increase
in the number, of deaths for today,
though no likelihood that the maxi-
mum for a day during the recent
fever would be reached. There were
no developments of consequence dur-
ing the day.
Dr. White returned from Mobile,
where he had a satisfactory confer-
ence with the Alabama officials con-
cerning the movement of freight out
of New Orleans. Among the deaths
today is one in the French asylum, on
/ Ann street, where a number of
cases have been reported, and one
at the Marine hospital in the upper
portion of the city, the latter case
baring been reported last week.
The camp at Slidell has been clos-
ed. No accommodation was made
by the Federal authorities to board
those detained. and the private ar-
rangements proved unsatisfactory. It
is probable the government will es-
tablish a camp of its on there simi-
lar to camp W)yman.
The state board of health today de-
cided to send three nurses to River-
plantation 
are about sixty cases.
in St. Mary, where
New Orleans, Aug. at.—Full of
hope the Federal and local authorities
he public in general entered to-
upon the t;fth week of the cam-
paign against the fever, which is now
considered to be beyond the stage
when a eerlons epidemic is possible.
pin my judgment," said Dr. Bever-
ly Warner. head of the volunteer
forces. who has been in close touch
tint with the local authorities and
then with the Federal, in an address
at the Baptist church, "calamity was
impending over this city a few weeks
ago. Now the day of the impending
calamity has passed. :The disease
in the mortality, as shown by the re-
ports, is unprecedented and the situa-
tion is rapidly getting under control."
1 Passing of the Calamity.
• Dr. Warner said the passing of the
calamity was due in a large degree
tithe splendid work of the marinepital service, lie said that, the
daily record given out by the service
was a trite one. Nothing has been
suppressed and truth and publicity
have proved to be of the greatest
benefit. Dr. Warner said that in the
ill
tare would protest with all hishe 
Ight against the suppression of any
alth news. He did not believe that
creafter the citizens of New Orleans
would permit on the part of anyone
a policy of concealment.
While the Federal authorities now
have no hesitancy in saying that the
fever is being controlled and check-
they are not ready to fix a date
*Men it will be stamped out. The life
of a stegotnyia mosquito is perhaps
two months and as here and there
a stray infected mosquito is sure to
avoid all the pitfalls laid for its de-
tlion sporadic cases will doubtless
r after the disease is entirely
under control.
Movement of Freight.
Dr. White iv expected back today
Irons Mlobile, whether he went to
consult, the health authorities there
in connection with the matter of the
movement of freight from New Or-
leans. There is great satisfaction
over the announcement that Alabama
will place no bars against the ship-
ment of merchandise provided that
the care which carry it have been
:Xected for the purpose of de-'rig mosquitoes. The acknow-
ledgment of Alabama authorities that
freight itselif will 'not carry infection
is expressed to have an excellent ef-
fect op the attitude of other states,
and it is anticipated that Dr. White
will be solicited to use his influence
in this 'direction with Mississippi
arid Texas. In this connection,
while Alabama is showing evidences
of sanity in the treatment of the situa-
tion, the Texas authorities continue
to put into effect every week sever-
er rules, until now it requires eleven
.lays' detention to get into"TeXas.
Four In One Family.
Of the forty-five new cases in the
pneceeding twenty-four hours, four
were found in one family and three
in another. A new case has appear-
ed in the French asylum, on St.
Ann street. A number of Norwei-
gians and Swedies have been included
in the lists of new cases recently,
most of them being sailors. Quite a
number of the forty-five new cases
were reinfection, in houses in the old
district. The Federal authorities
watch each house in which a case
appears twenty-four days after
it is cured ordics. If no new cases
appear in that time the house is con-
sidered non-infected. Arrangements
are now being made to arrange a
complete list of non-infected houses.
Detention Hospital.
The Marine hospital is now con-
sidering the matter of establishing a
detention hospital here independent
of the emergency hospital. The idea
is to place it in families whose homes
May be infected, sending the patient
to the emergency and the well mem-
ber, to the detention hospital. In
that way it is thought that houses
will be more rapidly cleared of in-
fection. This is intended especially
to meet the situation in foreign neigh-
borhoods where the population does
not yield readily to the regulations.
Lafayette and Alexandia are now
free of fever, patients there having re-
covered. The announcement of Dr.
Guiterae that the second case at
Rayne is not yellow fever, has had a
reassuring effect on the people of
that town and in the surrounding
country. Crowley, which has slapped
on a quarantine against Rayne, is
preparing to rwise it. No new points
in the state outside of New Orleans
were reported infected today.
ATHLETIC EVENTS
WILL BREAK ROUTINE WORK
OF CAMP YEISER
TODAY.
Will Occur at Ball Park This After-
noon and Public is Invited to
Attend.
The roptine work of the encamp-
ment of the first regiment at camp
Yeiser is to be broken today in an
interesting way An "Athletic
meet" is announced to occur in the
ball park at 3 o'clock this afternoon
when the following events will be
pulled off.
1. Drill down, in school of soldiers
2. Rolling blanket roll race.
3. One hundred yard race (fatigue
uniform..
4. Tug of war -(five men teams.)
5. Three legged race.
6. Running of base ball bases with
rifle. •
7. Ane hundred yard dash (in
heavy marching order. Heavy equip-
ment must be put on after starting
gun and before 'the run.)
Each company has entered three
men in each event, making twenty-
seven men in each contest.
Capt. H. E. Mechling will be the
starter in all events and Lieut. Col. J.
P. Gregory, Maj. Bowden, Maj. Buis
litt and lieut. Beckham, of U. S.
army, will serve as the judges.
All are invited to witness these
athletic exercises.
The admission to the ball park will
be free.
After a quiet Sabbath, the regiment
being required to do but little work
of any kind except the mount drill
and the drew parade, early yesterday
morning there was a surprised call to
arms. It caught the boys soundly
asleep, but their response was very
creditable. It was, a lively few min-
utes, however ere the companies were
in line, and the cannot had been fired.
in line and the cannotn had been
fielded. This work is part of the brill
and is always a surprise.
There has been no change in the
hours for the guard mounts and the
(trees parades and there has been no
decline in the interest of the people
in these very attractive exercise,. The
dress paredes occur every afternoon
at 5:30 o'clock and are always wit-
nes'se'd by large numbers of visitors.
Yesterday Paymaster Ayers paid
off the regiment, disbursing $3,163.44.
Many of the boys were in the city
last night spending their pay liberality,
but without any noticeable discredit
to only a small number.
Wednesday Gov. Beckham comes*
again to the city and it is announced
he will remain until the 28th. He
come"; to review the regiment. The
evening of his arrival the second of
the series of complimentary dances
will be given by the young men of
the city at the pack pevillion:
It ie announced that on Thursday
or Friday evening the officers of the
regiment will return the compliment
to the young men of the city by giv-
ing theent a dance also, invitations
to whith will soon be issued.
LIFE HELD CHEAP
Three Street Car Accident
- Cause Several Deaths.
IN BUTTE, MOW.,
NINE ARE KILLED.
InPittaburg Five Hundred People Are




Butte, Mont, Aug. 21.—Nine per-
sons were killed, one fatally injured
and about thirteen more or less in-
jured in a collision between a street
car filled with returning merrymak-
ers from the Columbia Gardens and a
freight train on the Butte, Anaconda
& Pacific railway last night.
Most of them were women and
young girls, and seven of these were
kiHed, the two other victims being
men.
The train which struck the street
oar was composed of fourteen freight
cars being pushed east on the tracks
by a Butte, Anaconda & Pacific en-
gine.
The street car was approaching
from the south. Conductor Hoagland
says be was on top of the train with
a lantern and warned the motorman,
but the latter put on speed and at-
tempted to cross ahead of the train.
Many Injured, but None Killed.
Pittsburg, Aug. 2t.—More than soo
men, women and children were pre-
cipitated fifteen feet into a cellar by
the collapse of a platform during the
exercises incident to the laying of the
corner stone of the Beth David Rus-
sian Hebrew Orthodox synagogue on
Miller street. Nearly all were cut
and bruised, but it is believed none
was fatally hurt.
Falling Wall Injures Laborers.
Pittsburg. Pa., tug. 21.—Fifteen
men were carried down by the fall-
ing of a wall in the ruins of the
Avenue theater, which was destroyed
by fire about a month ago. The men
carried down were all Italian laborers
and thirteen qf them were taken from
the wreckage in a badly battered con-
dition. At the hospital the physicians
isay none of the victims will die.
Fatal Accident on Suburban Car.
Lansing, Mich., Aug. 2i.,—One man
was killed and six persons were seri-
ously injured in a street car accident
at Dewitt, six mike from Lansing,
last evening. The dead man's name
is George Burton.
A car and trailer left this city heav-
ily loaded with St. Johns people, who
were returning home from an after-
noon ball game. Near Dewitt the
tisiler was derailed by an obstruction
on the track and thrown into a ditch.
The injured passengers were caught
under the heavy car and crushed.
AN EARTHQUAKE
SHOCK WAS FELT THROUGH-
OUT THE CITY LAST
NIGHT.
Many People Who Had Retired Were
Aroused, While Houses Were
Made to Rattle.
Dast night at ten minutes past ten
o'clock a quite severe earthquake
shock was felt throughene this city.
It aroused many people who had re-
tired and so rattled a number of
houses as to frighten the inmates
into making for the streets. However,
so far as could be learned no damage
was done to any property.
The wave seemed to be Loom north
to south and lasted apparently eome-
thing like fifteen seconds if not
longer. Reports from neighboring
sections say the shock was felt gen-
erally.
Killed in Mississippi.
0th [Hick, formerly of Ecielyville
and later of Birmingham, Ky., was
killed a few days ago in Mississippi
by being shot in a saloon where he
vt tevrilttg bar. The body was
brought to Birmingham and there bur-
ied Sunday. Buick leaves a wife but
no children. He was well known in
Paducahswhere he often visited.
—It to* a visit to the election
polls yesterday to convince any one
that the primary waii really on.
•
THE CZAR IS MUM




The Result of the Peace Conference




Portsinouth, ihr. H., Aug. 21.—The
Associated Press is able to announce
that the feature of the proposition of
Presidlent Roosevelt, communicated
through Baron Rosen and Mr. Witte
and transmitted by the. latter to Em-
peror Nicholas, was based. on the prin
ciples of arbitration.< •
Whether the proposal contemplates
arbitration of all the articles on which
the plenipotentiaries have failed to
agree or only on the quesion of indem
nity cannot be stated with positive-
ness, but it is more than probable that
it relates only to indemnity or to in-
derimity and the cession of the island
of Sakhalin.
Neither is it possible to say wheth-
er the president has yet made a sirris
ilar proposition to Japan. The cus-
tomary diplomatic proceedings in
such a case would be to submit the
proposition simultaneously to both
countries, but there might be an ad-
vantage in securing the adherence of
one before sumbitting it to the other.
The Czar's Delicate Position.
To Emperor Nicholas, the author
of The Hague peace conference, the
suggestion of arbitration, which will
necessarily immediately command the
sympathy of the public opinion of the
world, will be particularly bard to re-
ject. If he agrges, Japan, if he has
not already dupe so, will be all the
more bound to submit her claim to
the decision of an impartial arbitra-
tor.
Acceptance by both sides would in-
volve a great extension of the princi-
ple of arbitration, as nations have
heretofore declined to arbitrate ques-
tions involving their "honor and dig-
nity." Both Mr. Takahira and Mr.
Witte, in the earlier stages of the con
ference, absolutely rejected the idea
of arbitration, and only yesterday
both reiterated their disbelief in mach
a solution. Ilowever. Mr. Witte'*
opinion was not expressed as strongly
as it was last week.
Reply From Czar Expected Today.
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. i.—The2 
emperor's reply to the message of Mr.
Witte, transmitting the peopoestion of
President Roosevelt, has not been re-
ceived today and is not expected un-
til tomorrow at the earliest. It is,
therefore, likely that there will be no
final show of hands at tomorrow's ses
sion of the plenipotentiaries
Looks Significant
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 21.-1iie
Japanese today notified the firm from
which they rented a cotnbination safe
for their papers at the hotel to take




Oyama Will Destroy Linevitch if Rus-
sia Does Not Yield.
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 21.—In the
opinion of some of the Japarieee cor-
respondents here, Oyama is in a posi-
tion to end the war at once. His
soldiers have been idle because of re-
hietance to sacrifice thousands of lives
as long as a chance existed for the ne
got iation of a treaty of peace at Ports
mouth. As soon as it is certainly
known that Ruseia will not yield, Oy-
ama will strike, and it is declared, ut-
terly destroy the army of Littevitoh.
The resumption of hostilities will be
immediately followed by a more crush
ing Russian defeat than that sustained
st Mukden. Within a month Oyama
will be confronted with no enemy
worthy of the name. If Russia then
wishes to contiette the war it will be
necessary for her to recruit and equip
an entire new army.
Looked Upon as Fanciful.
The Russians positively refuse to
combat these claims of the Japanese,
but there can be no doubt that they
are looked upon as faneifel. The con
sensus of opinion here is that Japan
will make a serious mistake if the
Portsmouth cOsference ends without
result. If the war, ends now she will
(merge victorious and with a prestige
that will in future be a most valuable
asset; if the war goes on, Russia may
in the end be able to bring to bear all
of her immense power and inflict upon
Ler enemy incalculabk injury, The
money which China could be induced
to pay to Japan in return for the Chi-
neee Eastern railway and sources of
profit by the other Russian conces-
sions would in a few years, at the
most, fully reimburse her for the cost
of the war. She would, in addition,
gain a reputation for magnonimity
that the failure of which can hardly
be overestimated. Very few observ-
ers believe that a continuance of the
war will gain for Japan any more thae
Russia is now 'willing to give her.
THE DRYS WON.
Two Magisterial Districts Near May-
field Vote Liquor Out.
In the election held in two precincts
in and surrounding Mayfield Saturday,
the "wets" were overwhelmingly de-
feated. In the precinct known as
Murphy's ,barn, east of the city the
vote was 214 for prohibition and 26
against it. In the Nicholas school
house precinct west of the city, the
result was 172 to 4 in favor of the
drys. This election shuts out the five
gallon law and makes Mayfield dry
for a distance of four miles in either
direction.
On the election day the three whole
sale beer houses, operated all day and
did a land office business. At last re-
ports they were still selling to airy le-
gal corner.
On election day it is said that a
"beer opening" took place in about
200 yards of the polls and the imbib-
eis had a jolly time as long as the
tile! lasted.
The citizens are very indignant over
the alleged flagrant violation of the
law, and a large bunch of warrants
will be issued.
Lively court proceedings are prom-
ised, as the citizens of Mayfield are
determined to see that the beer houses
are driven out and the operators of
them given the full extent of the Law.
A SUDDEN DEATH
H. W. KELLEY, A YOUNG
SALESMAN, EXPIRES OF
HEART TROUBLE.
Aged Mother of J. E. Schroeder Dies
While Visiting Him—Burials
at Former Homes.
'Yesterday afternoon shortly before
4 o'clock Mr. Hemer W. Kelley died
at .the residence of Mrs. Kate Bonnin,
on 'Washington street near Seventh,
his demise 'being quite sudden. Mir.
Kelley had been indisposed for- sev-
days, but 'his condition was in
tetewise regarded as serious. Yester-
di4s. afternoon he declared he was,do-
ing well and was in his room alone.
bout the hour stated he attempted
to cross the room and in doing so
fell. 'His fall attracted attention to
him and when he was reached he was
found to be unconscious. A physic-
ian was called, but when be arrived
Mr. Kelley w-as" barely alive and had
soon passed away. An attack of
heart trouble was declared the cause
of his death.
Mr. Kelley wag aged about twenty-
one years. He was a native of
Lebanon, Mo., and had been living
here several years. When he first
came here he was connected with the
Sun Life insurance company, but for
the past two years he has been em-
ployed at the book store of Mr. David
L. Van Culin. He was a very affable
and capable young man and had
made many friends who will be
shocked and paihed to learn of his
death. The deceased leaves a bro-
ther, Mr. W. E. Kelley, who is book-
keeper at M'essrts Weeks Bros & Cos.
wholesele grocery, and a sister, Miss
Maggie Kelley, who lives in Lebanon.
'His parents are both dead, his
father dying only recently.
The remains of the deceased will
be taken to Lebanon, Mo., for
burial in the family grounds there.
Services will be held at the Catholic
church this morning at 8 o'clock and
the 'body taken from the church to
the Cairo train which leaves at .9
am.
Mrs. Mariati Schroeder died Sun-
day morning at the home of her son,
Mr. J. C. Schroeder, 1631 Tennessee
street, of general debility. Besides
her son here Mrs. Schroeder leaves
two daughters", Mrs. James Schell gun,
of Cincinnati,. and Mrs. Emma
Dixon, of Upton, Ky.
The deceased was born in Germany
having immigrated to this country
when ts years of age. She had been
here only two neinthe.
The body was shipped to New 'Al-
bany, Ind., for burial.
THE LUCKY ONES




Judge Sanders Won Easily, and Anti..






























The democratic city primary passed
off quietly yesterday, and no disorder
whatever occurred. There were no
contests worthy of mention except
that the anti-cow people claim that
every man who is for the cow was de-
feated. Interest in the primary was
of an indifferent character and with
the .city judges' race as the criterion
only 2,021 votes were polled which is
considerably less than one-half of the
registered democratic vote in Padu-
cah. At the democratic county pri-
mary March 30, about 1,700 votes
were polled.
Judge Sanders led the ticket receiv-
ing 765 votes to 256 for Mr. Diuguid,
his opponent. Captain Wm. Keane
lee the aldermen's ticket, and Mr. T.
A. Jones, who had no opposition, led
the councilmen's ticket.
'Al) of the old aldermen were re-
nominated. Of the old councilmen
who were candidates for the nomina-
tion Messrs. Fred GaHinan and Young
Taylor were defeated, Rehkopf, Gil-
son and McCarty being renoptinated;
the other nominees for councilmen.
Messrs. Gott, Lackey, Leake, Shelton
and Jonee are new men.
In giving out the returns many of
the election officers failed to give the
vote for school trustees, but from the
returns received the names given
above were nominated.
The following is the total vete
ceived by the various candidates,
judge, aldermen and councilmen:
CITY JUDGE.
D. 12. Sander,.   765
G. C. Diuguid  256
ALDERMEN.
Wm. Kraus  702
Dick-Divis  684
A. W. Grief  684
H M. Orme  629
E. E. Durrett   62o
Ed Nance   359
COUNCILMEN.
First Ward.
Sam B. Gott  510
Fred Gallman   239
Walter Pell  14%
Second Ward.
John G. Rehkopf  579
Joe B. Flach  377
Third Ward.
Ed H. Gilson  496
Geo. W. Walters  410
*Fourth Ward.
Ernest Lackey   628
C. M. Leaks,  514
Young Taylor  461
*Fifth Ward.
J. P. McCarty  563
Gm. Shelton  534
W. P. Humrne)  422
Sixth Ward.
T. A'. Jones  6511
*Two to he nominated.
SCHOOL TRUSTEES.
With all the precincts reported for
echool trustees but Foreman's and the
Plow Factory the vote in the two
wards in which there was any contest
re-
for
(Continued on Fifth Page.), 4,
 7 
A NARROW tSCAPE THE MIPS SHAKEN
TERRY STORY CAUGHT BY A
BELT AND ARM BADLY
INJURED.
Board of Public Works Let Coal Con-
tract for Electric Light Plant—
Other Local Points.
I
Mr. Perry Story had a narrow es-
cape from fatal injury yesterday morn
ing at the Paducah furniture factory
on South Third street. While work-
ing around the machinery his left arm
was caught in a belt and almost jerk-
ed off. No bones were broken, but
the muscles were terribly and painful-
ly lacerated. He was oonveSred to his
home at 218 Jackson street, where his
injuries were dressed. Dr. B. B. Grif-
fith, the attending physician, says the
injury will cause him to be unable to
use his arm for some time and he may
never fully recover from it.
is' ' ireasoossos
Let Coal Contract.
The board of public works met yes-
terday afternoon in a short session,
but nothing was done except to let the
contract to the West Kentucky Coal
company to furnish coal for the city's
eiertri clight plant, which previously
bad the contract. The contract will
now have to be confirmed by both
boards of the council.
Other matters were deferred until
the next regular meeting, which will
be tomorrow night.
Secretary S. A. Fowler, of the
board, and Auditor Alex Kirkland left
last night for Toledo, Ohio, to attend
the League of American Municipali-
ties, but will probably return by Wed-




Among the number of bicycles re-
ported to have been stolen, four have
been recovered since Saturday night.
Harry Vick, of 1334 Madison street,
was given his wheel, having been
found by Officers Rogers and John-
son. Officers McCune and Orr-found
the wheels belonging to Chas. W.
Collie. of 1032 Monroe street, John
Stevenson, of 226 North Eighth, and
Rodney Pugh, of 2400 Broadway.
Some of the wheels were found at
places where they had been left and
others were taken from persons found
riding them.
There are several more wbeels that
have not been found.
Kicked by a Mule.
Robert McClain, the six-year-old
son of Mr. R. F. McClain, of Mayfield,
IA as kicked on the head Sunday by a
mule and was so badly injured that
the injury will prove fatal. The skull
was fractured and the child has been
unconscious eve. since.
Needle Pierces Finger.
While playing on the porch yester-
day morning little Flossie Craig,
daughter of Mrs. Katie Craig, of
S:xth and Monroe streets, stuck a
needle through a finger, causing her
to suffer excruciating pains. She was
take nto the office of Dr. Sory firs
treatment and is now getting along all
right. •
Another Candidate for Coroner.
'Another entry to the coroner's race
is Mr. Frank Eaker, who says he will
formally announce himself in a few
days.
QUAIL TO BE SCARCE
Wet Weather Has Prevented Breed-
ing of the Birds.
An agricultural authority says the
wet season has been unfavorable to
the quail, and unless protected these
beautiful and useful little creatures
will not be able to produce their
usual broodis. Every farmer should
resolve not to kill a quail and to do
all he can to prevent their slaughter
by the pleasure hunter from the
cities. Don't' rob their nests, but
when found leave them a shelter of
grain and grass, as the case may be.
Feed them in winter and protect
them from their enemies during the
breeding seasons. Quail are invalu-
able on farms, each one being worth




Caused by a Cloudburst at Southwest
City, in Missouri.
• Joplin, Mn., Aug. 2 . —Four people
were drowned and property valued at
$200,000 was destroyed a.% the result
of a cloudburst at Southwest City, in
the extreme southwestern portion of,
Missouri. C. C. Kelsey, a photo-
grapher, was drowned when the two-
story building which he occupied was
swept away and dashed against a tree.
Ned Smith and two other persons,
whose names are unknown, were
drowned 'While trying t,o rescue Kel-
E(y.
• 
Henry Maimnen. jr.. the reliable
'book manufacturer, Blank Books.
Job and Edition binding. The only
exclusive book binder is Paducah
Library work a specialty.
•
'For perfection and ;rarity smoke
Elk Dream toe dor.
REPORT OF AN EARTH-
QUAKE WHICH DID MUCH
DAMAGE.
Houses After Being Almost Turned
Over Collapse, Killing and In-
juring Many.
New York, August 21.—From
Hiroshima, Japan, a city on the in-
land sea, where are situated some of
the Japanese military hospital, comes
to the Presbyterian board of foreign
missions from Rev. W. B. Langsdarf
the report of a severe earthquake
which occurred a few weeks ago. ..
Mr. Langolorf says: "It was the
worst ever experienced in this part of
Japan. The natives say that about
thirty years ago much damage was
done and many people injured, but
this shock was the worst the city has
experienced. Many persons were
killed or injured, houses collapsed
or were thrown from their founda-
tions and large fissures appeared in
the earth.
I "There were two shock's on Friday,six on Saturday, two on Sunday, two
ion Tuesday and another Wednesday
'night. Many people refused to sleep
in their houses and camped out in theIfields three or four nights, notwith-
standing heavy rains. When the first
shock came I was at one of the
military hospitals trying to help some
of the wounded soldiers.' I was talk-
ing to a poor fellow when the whole
building soddenly began to rock like,
a ship in a stortri at sea. My soldier
friend had to clutch at the sides of
the bed to keep himself from falling
iout.
Scene Is Frightful.
"I shall never forget the sight, as I1
IstOod in the center of the room with
feet braced, just as on a pitching yes-
!eel. One of my helpers was on the
Ifioor beside a bed with his hands,over his head, another was disappear-
ing at the door, followed by a long
iline of whiterobed figures, who sud-
idenly seemed to have pressing busi-
ness in that direction. All the while
,the building was creaking and groan-
ing, tables were being overturned and
'flower pots were crashing to the
floor.
"If you take a paste board box and
push it first at one corner and ShanIat the other until you think it will
ifall in you will get some iplight ideaof the way that building looked.
lAfter helping to make some of thepoor fellows comfortable I hastened
,home. The street, were filled with
panic-stricken people and on all sides
could he seen evidences of the visi-
tation. You can imagine my great
relief at finding our house standing
and all of the family uninjured,
though greatly alarmed. When I ex-
amined I found how marvelous 'had
been our escape. The earth, houses
and al) presents the appearance of
having bucked up, humped like a
icamel and parts, of the ground ap-
pear to have jumped by way of:vari-
ety.
Chimney Falls Through Ceiling.
-Air the chimneys on both houses
are cracked and in one of them the
chimneys crashed through the roof
and ceilings to the ground. Not
room in either house escaped. A
clock and bookcase were hurled to
the foundations and a number of the
main beams and' braces supporting
the roof were left in dangerous con-
dition. One of many peculiar things
that happened was this: One of my
large bookcases was overturned and
sent flying across the room. The
lower shelf was filled with large
books. These were left in perfect or-
der and upright on the floor just as
'if the floori had been the shelf. The
'bookcase, shelves and all were three
lfeet away from these books. It seems
incredible, but it is the fact."
BROTHERS ACT AS
THE PALLBEARERS.
At Funeral of Mrs. Lynch. Who Con-
fessed Murdering Her Child.
Bloomington, Ind., Aug. 21.—Mrs.
John Lynch, who confessed Saturday
to the rourder of her little daughter
twenty years also and who died Sun-
day morning, was buried this morn-
ing. After confessing she did not
again mention the crime. She said she
was ready to die, and expressed the
belief that she would go to heaven.
All the surrounding country attended
the funeral. Six brothers acted as
pallbearers.
To Elect Trustees.
Attorneys E. W. Bash), and Joe
Grogan will go to Murray this morn-
ing to finish bearing the examination
of the bankruptcy case of Will Harris
fit Co. The trustees will be elected
today also.
No Heat Now
To cause the fresh paint to blister.
Painting done now will stay painted
if we do the work.
Warren & Son, us North Sixth.
Phone 541-A.
Gone Fishing.
Messrs Joe Jones, Lonir Walton,
Sam Whitner and D. Hutchins will
leave this morning for a week's fish-
ing trip at Bayou Mills, in Livingston
county. o
a.. ,
MI el — &OM •
The Louisville
Evening Post,
An Independent Newspaper at the
Rate of Only
25e PER MONTH BY MAIL.













SIX MONTHS  /Loa
THREE MONTHS $1.2!
ONE MONTS  SEK





create an estate in an hour that would
require a long life to earn otherwise,
by protecting hia life in the North-




Four Cents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 121s.
611LEN GRAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
408 Broadway to rog South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and custom-
ers.
DR. W. C. ETIBANKS,
(Homeopathist.)





The real estate agents, has St73,ose
worth of city property for sale and




--DEN T IS T.--
Trutheart ils4'eung.
Prank Caused Two Deaths.
Chicago, Aug. 21.—A dispatch to
the Tribune from Geneseo, Ill., says:
liermen Melin, of Zibeline, and Ben
Brooks, of Osco, camping at Rock
river, were drowned yesterday. In
company with two young women they
went swimming. Thinking the water
shallow, they threw the young girls
overboard. Scrambling back, the girls
threatened to throw the young men
out. The young Men jumped into wa-
ter fifteen feet deep and were drown-
ed.
Kills Half-Sister.
Los Angeles, Cat, Aug. 21.—B. M.
Beebe, a cement finisher, shot :and al-
most instantly killed his half-sister,
Miss Lottre Beebe, fired five shots at
another sister which failed of their
mark, and turned the weapon upon
himself and fired five shots into his
breast, dying a short time later.
The tragedy occurred at the home
of the Fleebe's at 228 West Tenth
street. Beebe objected to 'his sister's
receiving attentions from young men.
Turned Curve Too Swift.
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 21.—In the
Fox Point interurban car accident at
White Fish Bay late last raght one
Man, Henry Althasa, of Milwaukee,
Wis., was killed, eight others serious-
ly injured and mony others slightly
hurt.
The accident was the result of the
car overturning from too rapid run-
ning around a curve. There were
sixty persons in the car at the time.
'At the head of the clam, Elks'
Dream toe Apr, 16111
Bacon's
1Drug Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball





& Jackson Sts. phone 237,
& Clay Sta.,, phone 31,
J. K. Hendrick, J. G. Mince
HENDRICK & MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms 1,2 and 3 Register Build.
Inc 523 1-2 Broaaway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture on
short notice.
Do You Want To Rob
Buy or Sell Real Estate Or
Insure Your Property?
CONSULT THIS COMPANY. NO REAL ESTATE TRANSACTIONOF ANY KIND TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL TO BE HANDLEDIN OUR PLACE. WE HAVE A THOROUGH EQUIPMENT; EXPERT INFORMATION AND PRO MPT SERVICE. EITHER CALLTELEPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE Illernalledlikagdoadsto
S. T. RANDLE, Manager..




Do you want a first class job by an
expert workman? .1f you do take
it to
3ohn 3. Skid), jeweler.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
+++++-1-1-14-1-1-4-1-1-4-1-1-+++4-4-1-1-14 41.44+1-1-1-1++
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
215 to 219 South Third St. t
G. C. DIUGUID,
:{:
ATI' 0 RNE r"AT•LA W. :r










Rooms to, it and is, Coluniki
Building.
Paducah. - ▪ - Kentucky
J. C. Flournoy. Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER--
ROOM azl and all. Fraternity Bras
Will practise in 41 courts of 4.
tad IIL
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office Hourst 8 to TO a. in., i to 3




Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 3a.
Paducah, Kentucky.





J. V. GRIEF, MGR
319 Kentucky Avenue.—Tel, 956-red.
Taylor & Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 695.—Rooms 203 and 204
Fraternity Building.
Office phone 251, Residence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
H. B. KEEBLER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
Repair work and fencing a specialty.
Phone sae,
J E. COULSON,
Steam and Hot Water Heatingeo,
Phone 133. 5 Broadway.
illL.++ 416 : 1 1-f 11.114 1 :ft :4-1-1-:-+++-:--1-:-:•+-1-1-4-1-1-1-:-:•+-:.-1-1-1-4-.4.-4-44444
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CCI
Of Padue-fth, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $11515,000i
t *ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRIM
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes iek
proof vault for rent at $3 to $zo per year as to size. You carry your bye
key and no one but yourself has access.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This fine modern hotel is now,open under
management for guests at. the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very besti accommodations at reasonable:rates
Price Bros. etc CO., i'
Dawson Springs,"Kentu----_-_-_-___
For Vaults, Monuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental andBuilding purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS- .URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT :
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works




Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and MonroeAnd Household Goods. Both 'Phones
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Weil & C
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, SteamiBuiler- r 4
4
Campbell Block. '















































































































































































OFF TO THE BALTIC.
Romantic Story, of Which a Marriage




and, Ore., Aug. 21.—With del-
;rites present from all of the West-
ii and many Eastern states as well,
ri representing practically every
rnmercial organization in the great
eitory included in the semi-arid and
a region of the country, and the
ae and municipal governments, the
keteenth session of the National Irri
ation Congress was formally opened
Mere today. Delegates began to arrive
yecerday, and this morning Governor
Pardee, the president, and his collea-
gues of the executive committee have
been busy with the preliminary ar-
rangements. Seen about the corridors
cf the Lewis and Clark exposition
s 4litorium, where the sers-ions are
acing held, were many prominent and
influential men of Utah, Colorado,
leausas, Nebraska, Texas, Oklahoma,
'Arizona, Washington, Idaho, Mon-
tana and other Western states and
territerties. Among today's arrival.
there were also distinguished delega
tents from Canada and Miexico, rep•
resenting their respective govern-
Le- sessions of the present con-
gvs will continue till Friday and durii 
that time much important action
is expected to be taken looking to-
ward the reclamation of the vast un-
settled territory of the West that but
awaits the touch of water to blossom
as the rose.
•Neat since the beginning it the
movement looking tfieard govern-
int aid in a vast scheme of irrigat-
rg the arid West has so much ihterest
been taken in the meetings of the ir-
rigating congress and during the four
days' session irrigation and its kin-
ered subjects, forestry and colonize-
- n, will not only be dectresed but
'real illustrations of what irriga-
te is doing for the West will be
iven. Among the speakers will be
need States senators and governors
el half a dozen states, government ex-
egete in forestry and irrigation and
Meesentatives of many commercial
organizations and cc-ionization move-
The work of the congress has been
so enlarged through greatly increased
Hiereet in irrigation that the execu-
t ve committee has decided to system-
• ze the werk of dividing it into five
,otions. Each section is to be con-
-ieted by a chairman, who is a recog-
zed authority in hi- special line,
hich insures a thorough exposition
the respective subjects through the
presentation of papers, addressee and
nisei's-Mon by the most eminent men
nterested in forestry, irrigation, cli-
Jeology and their correlated sub-
this.
IBritish Cruise in the Baltic.ndon, Aug. at.—In view f the
Iiiturbed political condition* in the
eeandinavian peninsular and the re-
cent activities of the German emperor
in that direction, it is but natural that
keen interest should be manifested in
the cruise of the British channel fleet.
which got under way today for the
Bakic Sea. The admirality, however,
liselaims 3. e political motive in choesig this imk.,,a1 locality for naval ex-
ercise*. It ie stated that the fleet will
eiay no ceremonious visits, that the
Baltic is an open sea and that the fleet
1- simply .cn a cruise to execute man-
A Hungarian Romance.
Passaic, N. J., Aug. 21.—A pretty
ternational romance will culminate
here tomorrow in the wedding of Miss
Ajnlia Dobos, of this city, and.
filelskay, editor of a Hungarian news-
paper published at McKeesport, Pa.
Miss Dobos has been very active in
Hungarian patriotic ' affairs , en thief
country, and while he was editor of a
Budapest paper Mr. Szecskay read of
her in the Hungarian papers of Amer-
ica. His admiration for his unknown
bet patriotic countrywoman, went so
far that he dedicated a poem to her
mid sent it from Budapest. The sic-
euaintance begun by correspondence
riren.ed into something more when
,ecekay arrived in this country
r ago. Tomorrow's wedding,
h will take place in St. Stephen's
urch, will be attended by piton/event
TiungariareAmericane from many
:.rts of the country.
Metal Polishers in Session.
St. lieuis, Mo., Aug. 2e—An inter-
aional convention of metal polieh-
e, buffers, platers arel braes and
workers opened in this city today
eh delegates on hand from mary
lit, of the United States and Can-
la. These sessions will conlinue
' rough the greater part of the week.
Prepare to Welcome Redmond.
Slit Francisco, Cal., Aug. 21.—The44
Incrcasiag Among Wows, But
Sufferers Need Not Despair
THE BEST ADVICE IS FREE
Of all the diseases known, with which
the female organism is afflicted, kidney
disease is the most fatal, and statistics
show that this disease is on the increase
among women.
Unless early and correct treatment la
applied the patient seldom survives
when once the disease is fastened upon
her. Lydia E. Pinkhame Vegetable
Compound Is the most efficient treat-
ment for kidney troubles of women,
and is the only medicine especially
prepared for this purpose.
When a woman Is troubled with pain
or weight In loins, backache, frequent,
painful or scalding urination, swelling
of limbs or feet, swelling wader the
eyes, an uneasy, tired feeling in the
region of the kidneys or notices a brick-
dust sediment in the urine, she should
lose no time in commencing treatment
with Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Oompound, as it may be the means of
saving her life.
For proof, read what Lydia E. Pink.
hams Vegetable Compound did for Mrs.
Sawyer.
"I cannot eigiems tbe terrible suffering I
bad to endure. A derangement of the female
=developed nervous prostration and •kidney trouble The doctor attended
MO for a year, but I kept getting worse until
I was unable to do 
anyu
and I made n
my mind I could not Iive. nasally dended
to try Lydia K. /Inkhorn's Vegetable Com-
pound as a last resort, and I sin to-day a well
woman. I cannot praise it too highly, and I
tell every satraring woman about my caw'
Mrs. Brume Elawyer, Conyers, Ga.
Mrs. Pinkham gives free advice to
women; address in conlidenoe, Lynn,
Maass
Irish -see-zits ef San Francisco and
vicinity have prepared a welcome for
William H. K. Redmond, M. P., who
is expected to reach here from Austra
ria tomorrow. Mr. Redmond, who is
a brother of John Redmond, the Irish
pariamentary leader, will address pub-
lic meetings in tbie city, Salt Lake
City, Chicago, Cincinnati, Philadel-
phia, Boston and New York, before
sailing from the last named city for
home. Ile is accompanied by Mrs.
Redmond, who i by birth an A 1.19-
traltarl.
Storthing to Take Action.
Christiania, Aug. 21.—The Norwe-
gian Storthing assembled today to
canvass the result of the national ref-
erendum on the dissolution of the
union with Sweden and to take neces-
sary action in the matter. Despite the
popular sentiment in favor of a repub-
lic the Storthing will not take the re-
sponsibility of advocating.such a step
Its action will be confined to commun-
icating the reeult of last week's ple-
biscite to the Swedish cabinet and
reiterating the views previously ex-
pressed.
South Carolina Postmasters.
Columbia, S. C., Aug. 21 —The
South Carolina Association of Post-
mzsters meets in annual convention
here tomorrow and a large number of
members have already arrived. The
chief purpose of the meeting is to in-
terchange ideas resrarreng the duties
of the postmaster and the general im-
provement of the postal service.
THREATENS AN ERUPTION.
Tacana Volcano Is Active, According
to Boianiet's Report.
'City of Mexico, Allg.21.—Profescor
011eon Seffer, European botanists,
who has been exploring on the bor-
ders of Guatemala and Mexico, re-
ports that there are indications that
Tacana volcano, which fermis part of
the range in which is also the Santa
Maria volcano i threatening an
eruption.
Santa Maria volcano was active
three years ago and did great dam-
age to surrounding plantations. Tac-
ana is now emitting sulphurous va-
pors through crevices on its sides.
Fully forty newly formed vent holes
were counted. Plants and shrubs
have been killed by the poisonous,
vapors. Tacana is POMe 13,000 feet
high and was in active eruption in the
last century, in the year 1855.
HIS HEART SIX INCHES
OUT OF PLACE
Discovery Made While Operating For
Growth On Man's Neck.
Los Angeles, Cal., Aug.2e—When
Malcolm Rose, a land's'cape gardner,
was placed on the operating table
at the county hospital here today to
undergo an operation for the removal
of a growth front his neck, it was
discovered by the surgeons that the
patient's heart inesteed of being in
normal position on the left side near-
ly six inches from its proper place.
The organ in every way, however,
appeared normak It evidently had




Extremely low rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway from
points on its lines, for the following
special occasions:
Richmond, Va.—Farmers' National
congrese, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Rates kr the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be stolid to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting lanes
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
leouisvilee, Ky.
G. B. ALL'EN, A. G. P. A., St.
Louis. M.




too kooin Motel—high and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 339 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
E. H. PURVEAR,
ATTORNEY—AT—LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,







EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT





S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Asst.
aos South Third Street.
Residence over store.
Both Phones no —Prices Reasonable
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivera
120 North Fifth. Both Phones 355.






Office also Park Bld'g, Mayfield Ky.
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broadway.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phones SS at the office, both
phones aeo at residence. Office hours
7 to 9 a. m.; Ito 3 p. ni.: 7 to 9 P. ne
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by electrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical















WE HAVE RECEIVED A LARGE AND COMPLETE LINE OFNEW MOLINE WAGONS, AND A SK THE PUBLIC TO CALL ANDINSPECT THEM. OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS YOU WILLPAY FOR A MUCH CHEAPER WAGON.
WE, ALSO, HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF BUGGIES, SUR-RIES, RUN-ABOUTS, SPRING WAGONS AND PHAETONS.OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS THE MOST COMPLETE INTHE CITY
WE, ALSO. CARRY AN UP-TO-DATE LINE OF HARNESS,SADDLES, COLLARS AND BRIDLES.
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSESTOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING.
• JOHN G. REHKOPPF BUGGY CO. •
4+ 41+, 414$4+4+4+444+....
1 I ;*1* Ind II
Ztoamboats
or, I I t'W I EC 1-M4
Excursions
++++++++++f +4
St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack-
et company—the cheapest and beat
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round










It is a trip of 
plWedners
dayeanedtc.sawBotdaatay laetav; pearn.cli 
..461Peteasure, countoiri
good 
and rest; good service, good table;
For other information apply to Jae
Roger, Superintendent; Frank L
r EDGAR W.' WI-IITTEmoRE,
Brown, tt7est.
NOTIeE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
bioN2es eid2
FLirr2itarte.
Buy anything and sell ever ything
218-230 Court at Old phone 1316
Ciem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connection.
W. Mike Oliver. Geo. W. Oliver.






OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducate Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone ire. Old Phone 303.
Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone 196. eracii% Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths given. when in-
dicated.
11.1. Rivers,M. D.
OFFICE Tao NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence ag6 Office 255
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law;




PADUCAH REAL ESTATee. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EASY
MONTHLY PAYMENT- LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.




To prevent sickness and enjoy the
4C
is a necessity to perfect Health and an essential element 
\
comforts of life you should equip your
sleeping apartment or dressing chamber
with a snow y white, one-piece
"Staedaye Porcelain Enameled Lava-
tory and have running hot and cold
water as desire,c1 at your touch.
We have samples in our showroom





TO USE THE NEW PHONE WH EN TELEPHONING TO THE
CAMP. ILIaltegisei4eriLtSgslikiir WNW
Express Service.
WE HAVE MADE SPECIAL A RRANGEMENTS TO HANDLE
ALL CAMP CALLS PROMPTLY. hialmagingoollarviglipir







ilkt Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILHELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM.. Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., u second-class mail matter.
Terms to Subscribers.
One Year  $5-00
Six Months  2.50
Three Months  1.25
One Week  20
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Tuesday Morning, Aug. 22, 1905.
The Ridiculous Side of Quarantining.
If the quarantine question in the
South and elsewhere was not so seri-
ous a matter it would largely be a
comedy in fact. The frightened peo-
ple at many places have all but made
the question as tragical as an ineur-
section. The country abotsg all rail-
roads and at all river landings swarm
with armed men who by many foolish
acts would do much more harm than
good if there was really a chance to
do the harm. People from suspected
infected districts are handled about
like criminals, though they are only
endeavoring to save their lives just as
the quarantine officials are, and often
are made to suffer the severest hard-
ships when if left to move along they
would put greater distance between
them and the same scared officials who
add to the danger of both by holding
them in custody.
A fit illustration of the folly of
many a quarantine incident was an oc-
currence in a Mississippi town a few
clays ago AU trains having been for-
bidden to pull through with raised
windows to the coaches a conductor
broke the order and his train was
really held up and the man put under
arrest, afterward being presented be-
fore a justice and fined, and not being
able to pay the 'heavy fine, was being
held until he could do so. And all
this time he and his dreaded train
were, according to the feans of the
people, endangering their lives, yet
the same people flocked through the
Mrs, among the passengers and
around the conductor. It was a
shrewd passenger on the train who
saw the folly of the people and finally
suggested that the very thing they
wished to avoid, viz: 'being subjected
to danger of contagion, they were
fcrcing upon themselves, and 19, there
was an,iustant -shout to release the
conductor and let his train get away
over the road. This is only one of
thousands of such instances and just
such a piece of folly as would come
nearer endangering a people than
hundreds of refugees passing through
a section might do.
Under some conditions quarantining
is not only proper but wise, but when
it comes to stopping trains over which
other endangered people may flee to
safety or .io hold in custody people
frorn infected climes when they are
caught fleeing to healthier ones,
shows not only much heartlessness
but also decided folly.
The South, it t; safe to say, is suf-
fering as much from the quarantine
furor of the people as from the rav-
ages of the disease and many lives
which might be saved if:the folly was




City Court Was a Rather "Short
Horse" Yesterday.
Special Judge Dave Cross had only
three victims in police court yester-
day morning. There was not a single
arrest Sunday which evidently shows
the "lid" was on Sunday.
On motion of the city prosecuting
attorney Frank Woods was fined $10
for cruelty to animals.
Douglas Mains was fined $5 and the
costs for striking Robert Tidwell Sat-
urday afternoon with a brick. Tid-
well was dismissed.
W. C. Stanford was granted another
continuance on the charge of violating
the Sabboth.
Tom Ross, while in a drunken state,
fell on East Kentucky avenue yester-
day and inflicted an ugly wound. He
was picked up by Officers Terrell and
clark and lodged in the city jail.
FOUR STRAIDITS,MAFT  MULTIPLIES
Lost By Paducah to Vin- MILWAUKEE SEEMS A HOT-BED OF CORRUP-
cennes of Present Series.
SEEMS THE INDIANS
HAVE "LOST OUT" GOOD.
Death of W. E. Frakes, an Indian




Vincennes, Ind., Aug. 21.—Four
straights is all that Vincennes has tak.
en from the Indians, and from the
condition of the Paducah team they
are outclassed. It is thought that
with the addition of Dummy Hughes
the team will be strengthened greatly.
The locals have gotten their eye on
the ball and are slugging like fiends.
The soore of today'a gatne was:
r h e
Paducah  2 6 6
Vincennes  6 8 3




The F. W. Gooks defeated the Cot-
ton Blossoms Sunday morning on the
depot grounds by a score of 12 to 3.
Batteries—Cooks, English and Ed-
wards; Blossoms, Ragsdale and
Mickey.
Alonzo Hedges, one of Paducah's
crack pitchers, will leave today for
Webb City, Mo., to play ball with the
team of that place in the Western As
sociation. Hedges is in receipt of a
telegram that his ticket would be at
the depot and for him to leave at
once. There is no doubt but what he
will make good.
The Belvederes defeated the South
Paducah team Sunday by a score of
6 to 5.
"Dummy" Hughes has signed with
Paducah to play first base during the
present series.
The E. A. L.'s defeated the Sham-
rocks in a slow game Sunday morning
at the 1. C. grounds by the score ef 13
to 12. Will Block's home run with a
runner on base, was the feature.
Block and Block, and Arnold and
Simpson were the batteries.
The E. AL's play at 13enton Thins
day and will try to redeem themselves
this trip for the defeat of a few weeks
ago.
Theobold, of the L. A. L's, pitched
for Princeton, Ky., at that place Sun-
day afternoon against the strong Mad
isonville team, Princeton losing by the
score of 5 to 1, Madisonville earning
only on run. Madisonville', pitcher
was an ex-Cotton States leaguer and
only allowed Princeton four 'hits while
six were ecured off Thoobold. Prince
ton was up against the real article,
Madisonville having three ex-leaguers
on her team.
It has been agreed between the min
agers of the Paducah and Vincennes
baseball clubs to play thirteen games.
Six on each club's grounds and the
thirteenth on some neutral grounds to
he determined later. lot is agreed be-
tween the two clubs that a $so guaran
tee or a choke of so per cent, of the
net receipts, based on general admis-
sions, shall 'extend to each and every
game played or scheduled with the ex
ception of the thirte-enth game on neu
tral grounds when the gross gate re-
seipts shall be divided equally be-
tween the clubs. The date of the se-
ries 'began August 18.
The news of the deafh of Wm. E.
"'rakes, one of the Paducah K. I. T.
pitchers, was received with sincere re-
gret in Paducah. He died Saturday of
Locked bowels at his home in Galla-
tin, Tenn. He was one of the best
and favorite pitchers in the league and
his admirers in Paducah were numer-
ous. He had been in failing health for
some time and had not been home but
a few days before he died. He was 28
years of age and leaves a wife.
THE LUCKY ONES
(Continued Irons First Page.)
stands as follows:
First ,Ward.
C. W. Morrison  384
E. E. Adams  338
*Fourth Ward.
A. F. Grief 309
Fraud Rodfus  231
1. A. Cole  248
*Two to elect.
—Nathan Duncan, aged 17 years
son of Rev. Mt P. Duncan, 4ed
in Livingston from a wound inflicted
by Geo. Dever", ages/ 2T, in a•fight
at Sugar creek, Devers esicaped.
—The school board did not meet
TION.
The State Legislature May be Drawn
Into the Investigation on
Foot.
Milwaukee, 'Wlis., Aug. 21.—When
the grand jury convenes tomorrow
afternoon for further investiga-
tion into conditions in this 'supposed-
ly graft-ridden city it will, in addition
to looking into the allegations that
the gamblers' trust has 'been paying
for its protection, dig into matters
affecting certain deals by the state
legislature and the city lcotincil.
Profiting by the expe iences of the
might trust houses, the oolrooms and
the hotel draw poker tames refused
to do business yesterday, and the
opinion is universal that had Mayor
Rose postponed his recent statement
that there was no gambling in Mil-
waukee until today be would have
been absolutely correct.
It is said that owners of property
where gambling has been permitted
may be indicted, as the law makes
the giving of such permission punish-
able. If this action is taken it will
involve some of the biggest business
men in Milwaukee.
Mayor Rose stated yesterday that
it would be impossible to indict Chief
Jannson for not stopping public
gambling, and to further question
said: "Go ask the district attorney.
He seems to be running it." '
The seven social-democratic alder-
men 'are active in the matter and will
try to hat4 the licenses of the saloons
in connection with which gambling
has ben done revoked. They allege
that small establishments have been
threatened with this action wlien they
allowed small games to be played on
the premises, and that the big ones
should not be favored.
"It looks to me," said a well-known
attorney, "as though the same tactics
are being employed on the gamblers
'as were applied to Pfister. They have
been arrested on one charge so that
suspected graft chargss may be more
fully investigated. " •
It is stated on good authority that
the attention of the grand jurors will
be called to bhe report that a sum of
money was collected from seventy
physicians two years ago to influence
legislation along medical lines than
pending before the legislature. The
cape is similar to that for which Fire
Chief Clancy was indicted. It is said
that a relative of a county official,
who is a physician, coWected $7oo to
influence legislation, and- that there
has never been an accounting be-
cause none was expected by the don-
Investigate Fugitive's Deals.
It is also said the grand jury will
probe into the dealings of Henry
Herman, the former Milwaukee capit-
alist, who is said to have fled to Cen-
tral America with thousands of dol-
lars of other persons' money. In-
quiry will be made regarding some
of the papers he is alleged to have
forged, and an attempt will be made
to charge someone with aiding and
abetting him in his work.
It is believed the investigations re-
sulting from the confessions of
Strauss and Seidel have been conclud-
ed and that there will be no more
indictments on county deals.
The seventy-one arrwted gamblers
will be tried tomorrow. It is believed
the keepers will be 'heavily fined and
that their property will be con6scat-
ed. The inmates, it is feared, will
be released without punishment and
their bond bail returned to the bonds-
men. This latter is said to be due
to the fact that the district attorney
failed to secure warrants for the sev-
eral offenders. Search warrants were
used in making the arrests and while
it mentioned the keeper in every in-
stance, and they were arrested by
that authority, no warrants' were
served on the inmates Attorneys
say they gave bond through ignor-
ance and that, as a matter of fact,
they are not •bookesh and' there is no
charge pending against them .
Mayor Ross left last night for
Ariozna to be gone ten days
FIRE AT PARIS LANDING.
The Big Store of W. E. Weldon Was
Destroyed Yesterday.
Mr. Robert Robertson, clerk on the
steamer Dade, arrived on his boat
lase night from the Tennessee river
and gave the newt of a disastrous
fire at Paris Landing, about 6o miles
from Paducah, in Tennessee.
The big merchandise More and to-
bacco warehouse of W. E. Weldon
was totally destroyed as was a reliand
ling tobacco barn of S. 7 Marshall &
Co. The fire occurred at 3 o'clock
yesterday morning and its origin is
unknown.
Weldon's store wan the largest in
that section and the loss will be very
'heavy. There were eight hogsheads
of tobacco in Weldon's warehouse
which WAS also lost.
Made Many Arrests.
last night, the session having been The police made an uniteual nem-
postponed until Thursday evening. ber of arrest last night. There
the regular meeting night. seemed to be much doing for a fact.
NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter. and Brick-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
U. Relikopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
A HAPPY SURPRISE.
Young Couple From Cairo Joined in
Marriage Here Sunday.
Sunday forenoon at 10:30 o'clock
Mr. Fred S. Hisey and Miss Hazel
;elms, of Cairo, were united in mar-
iiage by Rev. T. J. Newell, at his res-
idence, the parsonage of the Broad-
way M. E. church. The ceremony
was quite a surprise to all except the
young couple themselves. They came
here to visit relatives of the groom
and en route decided upon the wed-
ding as a surprise to their friends and
to end a courtship of some months.
Without telling of their intentions
after reaching the city Mr. Hisey se-
cured license and quietly called upon
Rev. Mr. Newell, who soon made the
twain of one flesh. They then called
upon Mr. Hisey's relatives and were
duly congratulated and in- the even-
ing left for home.
Mr. Hisey is the son of Mr. P. S.
'Hisey and was reared here. He has
lived in Cairo several years and has a
responsible place there with the Big
Four railroad. His bride is a young
lady highly esteemed in Cairo because
of her general attractiveness. The
couple no doubt received hearty con-
gratulations yesterday when they re-




An Ex-Paducahan and Well Known
Lady of City Made Husband
and Wife.
A wedding was' solemnized in
Cairo yesterday that will come as a
-surprise to the many friends of the
couple. The party's names were Mt.
E. Mery Tapscott and Mrs. Bertie
Rose, who resided at 439 South Fifth
street, this city, and is widdy known
The groom is a well known railroad
man and was formerly an I. C. engi-
neer running out of Paducah. He is
now located at Wickliffe in the rail-
road businesm He was met there
by hi" bride and the two then went
to Cairo to get nvarried. Wit not
known where thy will reside but it is
thought at Wickliffe. Mrs. Tapscott's
home is in Paducah, where both are
exceedingly popular with a host of
friends.
TWO CASES OF SMALLPDX
Discovered in Vicinity of County
Court House Yesterday.
Two cases of smallpox were discov-
ered in the city yeerdalkeik.Both the
victims of the disease ari‘silkmen and
colored, one living at 722 South Sele -
enth street and the other in Kelly's
alley between Clark and Adam'. Dr
Bass was called and had the women
sent to the pest house.
The discovery created coneiderable
excitement When it was noised about
in that section' of the city, as the wo-
men are washer women for some of
the families of that part of the city.
Prank Caused Two Deaths.
Chicago, Aug. 2I.—A dispatch to
the Tribune from Geneseo, Ill., says:
Hermen Melin, of Moline, and Ben
Brooks, of Osco, camping at Rock
river, were drowned yesterday. In
company with two young women they
went swimming. Thinking the water
shallow, they threw the young girls
overboard. Scrambling back, the girls
threatened to throw the young men
out. The young men jumped into wa-
ter fifteen feet deep and were drown 
ChargedWith Robbery.
James Gilbert, a young white man,
was arrested on a telegram from
Sheriff Holland,' of Murray, on the
charge of robbery. He was in com-
pany with Flo:than Owen, and they
were riding in a buggy. Gilbert was
tryng to sell the rig when nabbed by
officers Johnson and Churchill.
Owens wilt drive the horse back to-
day and Gilbert will be taken by nail.
sf
The Voung Man
WHO "HAS HIS FLING," MAY TURN OVER A NEW LEAF AND
ACCOMPLISH SOMETHING, BUT HOW MUCH MORE COULD HE
HAVE ACCOMPLISHED HAD HE NEVER HAD HIS FLING.
THE PECULIAR THING ABOUT IT IS. THAT THE LIFE
WHICH IS MODERATE IN ALL THINGS AND NOT THE LIFE
WHICH IS EXCESSIVE, KNOWS THE GREATEST HAPPINESS...),
WHY NOT START OUT RIGHT IN THE BEGINNING? WE CAN'
HELP YOU START RIGHT FINANCIALLY. TO START RIGHT
THAT WAY MAKES AN EASY START OF MANY ANOTHER
WAY. ONE DOLLAR WILL START AN ACCOUNT.
B. IL SCOTT, GEO. C. THOMPSON,
President. 
.. 
• Vice-President and Manager.










A Full line Gas Ranges, Gas Wat-
er Heaters, Lamps, Fixtures, Etc.
Do Not Forget to Pipe Your House
For Gas When Building, It Will
Save You MONEY.
Paducah 6as & Fuel Company
Telephone 81. - - - Office 510 Broadway- 1
EDGAR tWA.WHIT/TEMORE:
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
MDUCAH REAL WIWI*. WESTERN KENTUCICY FARMS. spot
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
ILDG • R W. WilliTTEMOILr— Paducah, KIK
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W. B. SMITH, PRESIDENT,
RETIRED IN JULY.
In a Fight in Powell County, One





Louisville, August at.—The West-
ernern National bank', 309 West Mar-
ket street, was closed this morning
by order of the controller on the re-
port of the affairs of the bank as
made by Bank Examiner R. D. Gar-
rett, who has been at work on. the
books of the bank for several days.
The closing of the bank, has been
anticipated in financial circles for
several months, and the report does
not Wale as a surprise. Mr. Garrett
declined to give out a statement re-
latise to the condition of the hank's
affairs, beybral the statement made to
'President Jefferson that its condition
was such that suspension was the
best thing possible.
Slump in Stock.
The affairs of the bank have been
in a bad way for several months, and
various rumors haev been afloat re-
garding its condition. The first inti-,
mation of serious trouble came in the
sudden slump of its stock on the local
market from ico to 90 about three
weeks ego. The stock then slowly
declined until last week, when it sold
down to $35 a share. Later, 'how-
ever, on the arrival of the bank ex-
entiner, the stock rose to Sql a share
on She expectation that the bank
would be able to pull out of the hole.
The last statement of the bank,
made May 29 on the call of the con-
tr.:Met, also gave an indication that
things were not in the best coi-
tion. the bank' showing a reserve of
about 14 per cent, of its deposits.
This was below the government re-
quiem/vent of 25 pen cent. When this
fact came to the notice of the con-
trolkr of the currency word was
sent the bank to build up its reserves.
What President Jefferson Says.
President Jefferson said this morn-
ing: "Beyond the fact that the bank
controller has ordered the bank clos-
ed, I can say nothing. Wk, have re-
ceived no detailed report from the
bank examiner, and are unable to
give out any figures at present. Our
fast statement, made May ao. showed
our reserves pretty low. The ceme
of our trouble was sinotly overloans
and shrinkage in deposits.
"Ever since we made our last state-
ment there has been considerable ad.-
VVIlte criticism about the bank, and
our deposits slowly dwindled away.
However, I am glad to see it over.
The work has been heavy. I expect
to go to work again, however, with
a view to straightening ratters out.
I think we will be able to open in a
short time. You can my this, that
there ill no doubt but that depositors
will be paid in full."
• Deposits Shrunk.
The local clearing bsise also step-
ped in and required daily reports
from the bank. Things seemed to be
moving more smoothly within the
pain week, and there were hopes that
the bank would be able to bring its
reserves to the legal limit. However,
by this time, the public bad beeoine
acquainted with the condition of af-
fairs, and there was a gradual shrink-
age in deposits.
Phut became more marked daily,
but on the other hand ajireat part of
the loans' that had been made were
bound to be fig‘ttes. Man bad been an-
ticipated and 'hope tgairttrose. Last
Thursday, Bank !Exantitier Garrett
arrived in the city and began an in-
vestigation of the bank's books. Sat-
urday afternoons it was stated he
would be prepared to make a report
today. This report came in the order
today to close the bank.
T. L. Jefferson is president of the
hank, having been elected to succeed
W. B. Smith July to. The cashier ie S.
B. Hart; L. F. 'Hart, assistant
cashier; L. A. Henry, vice president..
One Killed Four Wounded.
Clay City, Aug. 21.—In a desperate
feud fight on Black Creek, in Powell
county, Campbell Anderson was kilt-
ed and Tom and Cale Morton,
brothers, were seriously wounded,
while Will Pcasley and Troy Plun-
ket and Troy Plunkett were silghtly
hurt. The men were lost blind tissoo
operated by Plunkett when the trouble
started between Anderson and Tom
Morton, and before the men could
be separated Morton was slashed sev-
eral times with a knife in the hands
of Anderson. When it was seen
Mlorton was dead the fight became
generai between the friends of Ander-
son on one side and those of Morton
on the other.
All of the men are among the most
prominent in Lee county, and have
long been known as members of fight-
ing families of eaaily feud days. Fur-
ther truble it expected.
Five Years' Taxes Alleged to be Due.
Frankfort, Aug. 21.—Attorney M.
J. Holt, of Louisville, representing
Revenue Agent George H. Alexan-
der, filed in the Franklin county court
information against the Kentucky dis-
tilleries and warehouse company,
seeking to assess property of the
value of $50o,000 alleged to have been
omitted from assessent for the years.
two to 1904, both inclusive. The
petition is a blanket affair, about
forty distillery plants of the company*
located all over Kentucky, being
named and its being filed ill this
country is because this is the home
office of the corporation. The matter
will be heard by County Judge
Polsgrove at the September term of
court.
Capitalization At Half A Million.
Lexingtn, Aug. 21.—The Southern
Mutual Investment company, of Lex-
ington, has combined with the North
American Investment company and
the Colonial Security Investment
company, of St. Louis, and will re-
move to Chicago. The new concern
will be known as the American De-
posit company or the American Se-
curities company, aid will be capital-
ized at $5om000.
Burial of Mrs. Mize.
London, Aug. 21.—The body of
Mrs. Harvey Mize, who was shot
and killed by her husband at Haber-
sham, Tenn.. was brought here and
taken to Yafro, about fifteen miles
from here, and the burial took place
at Pine Creek <hunch. Mr. Mrs.
Mire moved away from this county a
few years ago. Mrs.. Mize was a siss
ter of Henry M. Whitaker, a promi-
nent man of this, country.
Foul Play Suspected.
Central City, Aug. 21.—Wfalter
Morgan, an employe of the Illinois
Central railroad, was found-dead near
the track at the section house three
miles east of here. .He was twenty-
five years old, and single. He was
• son of Tom Morgan of Earl-
inaton. Foul play is suspected, 29 he
had $30 when kist seen, Saturday
being pay-day. But $3 was found on
his penton.
Was Prominent In Politics.
Lawrenceburg, Aug. 21.—A tele-
gram was received here from Ashe-
ville, N. C., announcing the death
there of the Hon. VV4/liam E. Neal
formerly of this county. He was a
prominent farmer and stock dealer








A capable Company of Players
A lovely story beautifully told.
A play full of hearts' interest, endors-
ed-by-press, pulpit and public, and
creating the wiVest endlnisiastri
everywhere.
Never Before Presented.
High class VAUDEVILLE intro-
duced. Not a dull moment during
the entire production.
Prices 25c, 35c, 5, 75c.
Seats on sale THURSDAY to a. in.
represented this country in the lower
house of the general assembly for
two years.
Big Deal at Madisonville.
Madisonville, Aug. zo—John B.
'Brasher has bought the Royal coal
company plant at Madisonville. The
purchase carried with it all of the
holdings of the company, including
machinery, cars, tools, sidetracks,
buildings, live stock and t,000 acres
of coal rights.
Handcuffed to Prevent Suicide.
Ogden, Utah, Aug. 21.--Officers
!..tarted last night for Kuthrie, Ky.,
with Percy Luster, the confessed
wife-murdered. Luster will be kept
'handcuffed to the officers for fear of
an attempt at snioide.
Bloodpoisoning Causes Death.
Smithland, Aug. 21.-1/1  D. Long, a
well-known farmer residing near here,
died of blood poisoning, caused by
bullet wounds in his arm, received in
a fight with his cousin in Missouri
several days ago.
Negro Killing at Midway.
Midway, Aug. 221.—Bud Smith, col-
ored Saturday night in Tinetip alley
killed Walker Allen, also colored.
The weapon used' was a large Barlow
knife, with which Smith cut Alien's
throat from ear to ear.
Boy Loses An Arm.
Henderson, Aug. 21.—Rev. Hobbs,
aged fifteen years, of Baskett Statiou,
near here, was run down by a freight
train in the Texas yards in this city.
and his left arm cut off at the
shoulder.
Lay Down On C.ar Track.
Owensboro, Aug. 21.--Will Adana',
colored, lay down on the street car
tracks and was run over by a trolly
car. He was taken to the city hos-
pital, where he died.
Notice to Contractors.
Bids will be received for the erec-
tion of an Elks home at Paducah, Ky.,
according to plans and specifications
furnished by 0. D. Schmidt, archi-
tect. Plans can be seen at the archi-,
tect's 'office. All bids to be in the
hands of the architect not later than
to o'clock a. m. September 5, 1905.
The right is reserved to reject any
or all bids.
A. W. GREIF, Sec.
Elks Btrildig Ass'n.
—Justice Young fined Norfleet Fin-
ley, colored, $5 and costs yesterday




at Meeting Last Night.
WORTEN'S SUIT COSTS
FILED WITH BOARD.
Board of Police and Fire Commission-
ers Given Power to Hire Two
More Policemen.
A NUMBER OF OR-
NANCES CONSIDERED.
teenth street was given its second pas
sage.
• The first reading was given an or-
dinance giving the council authority
to declare and regulate a quarantine.
A communication was read from
City License Inspector Ed Rivers in
which he suggested that the following
ltusiness enterprises should be made
to pay a licen4e: People's Independent
Telephone company, telegraph com-
panies, automatic chance and music
machines, jewelry
l bootblacks. It wassolicitor and joint
The city -council met st night with
all members present.
Mr. Oehlschleeger, i the finance
committee, reported that the amounts
One by the city for salaries, expenses,
etc., amounted to $4,050.31.
It was ordered that the books of the
back •tak collector and solicitor be
turned over to Jas. Campbell, Jr., the
new city solicitor. •
Mr. Rehkopf made a motion to ad-
jinn until tomorrow night, but the
motion was lost by a vote of 8 to 4.
The papers containing the itemized
statement of costs in various suits
against the city, most of which were
fled by Mark Worten, were received
and ordered referred to the city solic-
itor and joint finance committee.
The suit of Charles Carter against
the city of Paducah was referred to
City Solicitor Campbell.
Mayor Yeiser read a letter from the
postoffice department stating that no
provision had been made for paying
for any work done by the city front-
ing or abutting the postoffice.
The request of the board of public
works was grented in sending S. A.
Fowler and Alex Kirkland to Toledo,
Ohio, to attend the League of Ameri-
can Municipalities.
The resignation of E. H. Puryear as
city solicitor was formally received
and the appointment of James Camp-
bell, Jr., as Paryear's successor, by
the mayor, ratified.
A communication from Miss IS. F.
Morgan was read asking that she be
released from building a brick wall to
the stable of Ed Morgan. The matter
was referred to the fire committee.
The matter of cleaning up the city
was referred to the joint sanitary corn
mittee.
Mayor Yeiser read a complaint re-
garding the drainage of Goebel ave-
nue, but it was referred to the board
of public works.
Mayor Yeiser Was authorized to sell
two lots on Elizabeth street at public
outcry and report back to the council
for its acceptance or rejection. •
Mayor Yeiscr reported that he had
sold a too foss lot on Clay street be-
tween the property of J. M. Lang and
Jeff Read, to John Sinnott for $1,too.
His action was ratifies.
The mayor reported that he swore
in the board of health Saturday and
the city clerk was ordered to make a
minute of same.
The request was grant allowing
the board of 'health the privilege of se-
lecting an extra sanitary inspector for
a period of two months.
The mayor's action was approved
in which he notified all employes of
the Riverside hospital that all orders
for supplies, etc., at the hospital mnst
he endorsed by City Physician Dr.
Bass before they would be accepted.
Heretofore there had been too many
heads to the hospital.
The rules were suspended and an
ordinance read by title for its second
reading regarding the assessment of
license on various business enterprists
of the city.
An ordinance for the improvement
and building of sidewalks on Jeffer-
son street from Fourteenth to Eigh-
wire workers and
referred to the city
ordinance commit-
tee.
The first reading of the ferry fran-
chise ordinance and' the ordinance
regulating the operation ctf street cars
was deferred until the next regular
meeting in order to give the members
of the council an opponmity to rtad
and investigate them. The matter of
having a free ferry will be under con-
sideration before the franchise is
Councilman Taylor read a letter
from property owners asking that
West Tennessee street and Goebel
avenue be given immediate attention
regarding bad sewers.
The report of the p9lice and fire
commissioners was received and con-
curred in, it giving power to select
two more extra policemen.
.The matter was referred to the wa-
ter company in which property own-
ers on Washington street surrounded
by Fifteenth and Sixteenth streets,
ask that the water mains be extended
to their property.
The action of the aldermen was con
curved in in the acceptance of City So-
licitor James Campbells bond with
James Campbell, Sr., and W. F. Brad-
shaw, Jr., as sureties.
James Campbell, Jr., offered the Ti-
tle Guarantee and Trust company of
Pennsylvania as his surety as back tax
collector.
The council concurred in the action
of the aldermen in which City Clerk
Bailey was ordered to continue issu-
ing checks on the city depository un-
til the matter was finally settled by
the finance committee, to whom it was
referred.
The council ignored the aldermen's
action in filling up of a private alley
at the rear of Shelton Bros. foundry
on South Third street with gravel.
It was ordered that the board of
public works proceed at once in clean
ing up the stagnated pond of water on
Jefferson street near Fountain :venue
and the nuisance abated at once.
The T. C. Railroad company, on sug
gestion of Councilman McBroorn, was
ordered notifieil to drain the pond cii
water on Trimble street between
Eighth and Ninth.
It was ordered that the city engin-
eer proceed at once to lay off a plot
ct ground in the city 'cemetery to be
used by colored people for burying
their dead.
The street inspector was ordered to
look after, without delay, the large
pool of water that stands at Eighth
and Harrison streets. Mr. McBroom
said he measured the water and it was
two inches deep.




Protest Against Disregard of Rights
In Scheme For Assembly.
Warsaw, Poland, Aug. 21.—A gen-
eral strike has been proclaimed
throughout the land as a protest
against the disregard of the rights of
the Poles in the scheme for represen-
tation in the national assembly. The
strike began here today. Employes
of the Vistula railway quiet work.
and many trains were left standing
at intermediate, stations.
Mitau, Russia, Aug. 21.—Miutial
law has been declared throughout the
Baltic province of Courland.
—The weather for the pact forty-
eight hours has been warm and calm.







We carry an extensive assort-
ment of most fragrant perfumes
—both American and foreign—
assortments which include the
newest and daintiest perfumes
as well as all the old favorite






The recollection of the quality of
our prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway. Tel. 756,
Prescriptions called for and deliv-


















The Maud Kilgore is on the docks
for repairs.
The Lyda has gone to the Tennes-
see river after tics.
The Reuben Dunbor is laid up at
Nashville for repairs.
The Jim Duffy i-s out of the Ten-
ocssee river with ties.
The Savannah passed up from the
Tennessee river last night.
The Clyde will leave tomorrow af-
ternoon for the Tennessee river.
The Buttorff left yesterday for
Clarksville in place of the Dunbar.
The Dick Fowler is making good
time in her trips to Cairo and return.
The Saltillo passed through nday
night.for the Tennessee river frn St.
Louis.
The J. R. Williams after being
ed Saturday afternoon was broug
here arriving Sunday morning at I ss.
o'clock. She will be put on the ways
today and repairs begun at once. The
total loss expense and damages to the
boat will be about $18,000. She was
towed here by the Pacific and Fulton,
being supported by barges.
—The work a laying the storm
sewers on Kentucky avenue was be-
gun yesterday.
Only 10 Days More Before Coal Prices Advance
Order Now and Save 2 Cents a 13ushe1.
Best Kentucky Lump 11 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 10 Cents
There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Our Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.
THE WEST KENTUCKY COAL COMPANY
Second and Ohio Streets.
(INCORPORATED.)
C. M. BUDD, Manager







beam of Information Pertaining C.
CstUnary Department-0302ns
Excellent Makes.
' Aluminum is now being used me
%naively as a meter 451 for toilet arti-
ales. It has advantages over silver
ba being light in weight and never
tarnishing, while it costs leas and cal
be treated in an equally artistic man-
aer, says Boston Budget..
With a can of deviled ham one can
Work wonders sometimes if one has
a reliable cue to begin operations.
For instance, have a small can of it
and mix it through two gills of cream
whipped stiffly. Add to this, too, a
gill of consocume in which is d1
solved half au ounce or even less
gelatins. Put this into paper nada
or into little china *molds and set
en ice for as long a time as nece3.
eery, or longer, :tad unmold when
serving.
Old potatoes should always be
placed over the stove in cold water
and new potatoes in boiling water
Let the old potatoes stand in ice we,
ter for an hour or two after peeling
end before cooking.
Epicurean butter is sacred with
grilled meats, etc. To make it, put
two tablespoonfuls of flesh buttet
In a small bowl, and work into it
thoroughly with the poiut of a sii
trer knife a mixture of cayenne,
mixed herb powder, minced parsley,
lemon juice and mushroom powder.
When this is accomplished, set it oc
the ice, and as soon as solid stamp it
Into (minty pats. Dot these about
the meat in servino.
A delicious sandwich is made by
spreading thin orals o bread with
equal parts of finely chopped celery
and walnut meats, mixed with
shopped olives and a little mayore
mdse.
To stuff an olive, peel the pulp
from the stope spirally, as one peels
an apple, being careful not to let it
break. Then make a tiny balf of the
filling end fold the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is often
Med in doughnuts and fried drop
cakes, causing the dough to burst out
la very irregular bubbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and unshapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pew.
e▪ r makes the dough rise slowly, as
the gas is not all liberated simply ey
moisture. Therefore, if you would
have the best results, either put the
biscuit into an oven of moderate
leather than intense heat, that they
may have time to rise before a brown
arewt ft formed, or let them stand
las sebtiates to rise, sad then put
them Into a bet oven.
Creamed chicken or creamed sweets
breads may take the place of creamed
oysters, and are really mere whole.
some and moire easily procured. Par-
boil the sweetbreads and pick them
apart; to mesh pate allow one can of
mushrooms washed and chopped line.
Stir these into a pint of cream sauce&
Where chicken is used, to each three
pounds of chielvtn that has been most
aarefully boiled and cut into dice al-




attractive Veistsren et Waist. was
(Now is • for Summer Wear.-A
Simeon et Pisioncca.
---
Apropos of revivals, it may not be
amiss to hint that a, return of the
pannier overskirt is persistently
threatened, says a fashion authority.
A very stunning outing hat for
summer shows a felt crown and a
Straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a spirt Persian silk scarf.
White waiste are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tuck*, and insertions with-
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy-
Sent by Persian embroideries le a
conspicuous favorite of the best do.
signers, and daring bits of contrast
siake a feature of Paris gowns.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and handsome
gowns are again made with two or
three of these counted on a satin
foundation for the skirt.
lied silks are to enjoy a great
rogue during the coming season.
['hey are either shot with white or
have an irregular pattern, are in
two shades of red, or are in red and
black.
There is a new China silk which h
ilistingnished by perpendicular beer
af open work, like drawn work, with
a dainty interwoven design. This is
especially attractive with yoke and
deep mitten-shaped cuffs of lace, the
face threaded with narrow velvet rib.
bon in any color desired.
This is to be a season of reifies
Quite a numben or the new fancy
waists are made with frills down the
front, sometimes a single narrow one
sip the edge of the lap, sometimes a
broad ruffle and sometimes two, and
lacing opposite ways, so full as to
form a jtabot and concealing the fee
toning of the bodice.
mop the Mother Young and Nappy
This charming power to throw away
tor the moment the corditione which
keep us from fun '..)11L,ht not to belong
exclusively to babies. We took out-
rageous liberties v.ith mother's sweet
gene when we lay cooing in her arms,
ane. she was the Lapplest of women in
oonsequence. Is it not a pity that
through our years of necessary train-
eing we should forget the trick of
playing with her 17 the time we are
grown? No girl. I am sure, could poe-
eibly misinterpret me Into meaning
that we are to turn sober sonaldere
Kona into foolish •Idicnle. What I
/salty mean is that many matters
eiresuld be improved II a sense of humor
Ifited its light upon lam; and *Jaw
pest be aceoseplish d by girtar--Baka
Ciasies.la Ladief isais aissuma.
FM OF ANCIENT METROS. I ANIMAL PSYCHOLOG/ A JUNGLE "INFAIR."
latterers et Militamabenr, N. Y.. One
earth What Appears to Be
Old Heavenly Visitor.
What seemed to be fragments of a
magnetic iron meteor, which may have
lesoended to the earth centuries ago,
was discovered the other day by some
laborers who are excavating a cellar
en Knickerbocker avenue, at Coriolis
street, Williamsburg, N. Y. The di..
'ovary was made its depth of 40 fee%
II being necessary to remove a kill Et
feet high before the sidewalk level was
poached.
Upon reaching a ten-foot depth in
the cellar excavation the men came
epos the hard substance, and at first
believed it nothing but solid rock. ltd
extraordinary weight, however, mad*
them examine it more closely, and
when they cut Into a large piece of
the matter they found the interior was
a solid mass of iron ore beneath a
ins-face several inches deep of hard.
used yellow clay.
The search was extended further,
and the men came upon a perfectly
formed ape's head and also a rand*
head. All the matter was turned mew
to Prank N. Schell, the contractor,
who will transfer the relics to sores
museum.
"It appears to me," said Mr. SehilIC
that when this meteor fell, perhipa
centuries ago, it struck the earth like
a shower of hailstones would. That
the pieces are all ancient is 'Admit
from the hard yellow clay width our.
mount. each piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
We-Saving Devisee of /recital WWII
C. se Plaice& on $ONa• Of She
Warships.
The navy department is predate/
mese of the warships with a new life
raft, says a Washington speeial ta
the New York World. It **palate ed
an elliptioal sapper tube tromewhat
flattened, with air-tight tempera
manta, strengthened by Ina. The
babe is iatessed in cork, wound with
mantras and mada absolutely water-
light Attached to this float is a
rope netting three feet deep, frets
which is enspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The netting is suspended
ea inner side of the fleet 'rots
stage which travel on leaking., o
that the bottom .reeta Ihe propel
=a. no matter which side of thefalls upon the water when it
b thrown overboard, le does net re
guise to be righted, adjusted oil
%creed oboist; it is ready for service
lbe moment it strikes the watea
OM" are attached to the sides of the
Sea* to propel it when It is *coupled.
Illeough persons sonnet% get ox this
matt te sink It, and, mane the life.
heal. ft seam,* sepsis, er founder,
sew, like a raft, co to pieced against
She sides of a skip.
The war department I. eonsidertag
She advisability of equipping army
transports with the same sart of
deat.
NAUTICAL scHeal. AT MANILA,
Naval Oilleials to Ds liverythlag Pose
s.iele t• Infirrease
of the Institutlea.
Naval officials at Manila bsteed to do
everything pessible for the innweas of
the nautieal school at that place. This
Institution was inherited from the
Spanish government. It has been in
charge of Lieut. Richard H. Townley,
United States navy, who was reoently
detached fr. ni that duty and ordered
home for complicity in certain irreg-
ular business relatieos with army sub.
sistenee officers at eianila. Anothes
officer has been placed in charge of the
institution.
The school offers a free education to
residents of the Philippine isiands in
such professional duties as will equip
the cadets to perform tho duties of
masters and officers of merchant ves-
sels. But, while the education is chief-
ly of a technical and a professional na-
ture, the students also are given broad
and liberal instrustion in the general
branches of mathematics., geography,
grammar, English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
!reboot with a practice ship to com-
bine practical with theoretical instruct.
leen in navigation, seamanship, and
the general requirements of the pro-
fession for which the students are to
be prepared.
Wireless Telegraphy ter 'transitive.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
rut in his annual report, says a New
York Herald dispatch from Washing.
ton, the necessity of equipping Amer-
ican men of war with•system of wire-
kes telegraphy. As soon as the sp.
pr.opriation is obtained ha will reccour
mend *he system to be adopted for the
oaval service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
son Clover, naval attache is London,
Is deeply oocupied with his current
work, the rear admiral has recom-
mended to Secretary Long that &wire-
ems telegraph export be sent to Eng-
land to represent the navy in the
trials of the two new systems de.
'eloped by Lloyd's agency.
seteetetettr on New York oestraL
Electricity for the New York Cea-
tral railroad, at lewd to equip its
lines from the oity's limits to the
Grand Central station, is Mete than
possIblity of the near future. It la
said that an electric engine, in many
if its details unlike anything now in
service, has been perfected, and the*
it will soon have a trial. If its mar
less is as great as is promised, steam
power may pass from the Grand (alp
Ira! Math= before January 1. 111(16
•iilue of Minnesota Harm Loeb
Minnesota farm lee& have Clh
waned more than Ifle per oat. 11‘
elite duri.a time ned0 eftTes Sim%
IN A'COUNTY la southern InenoisLisa than •elecade ago there *till re
mained a rural section which the people ia
the towns designated as the "jangle," a term
of contumely handed down from a period
when this portion of the county was imitated
by' impassable roads and covered with dense
Umbers. The "jungle" fell behind in the
march if preemie. The farm wagon con-
rayed the family to &arch on Sundays whea
Lb. people on the preirie rode in "spring
wagons" or owned imenes. There was one
prevailing style of arthitecture, which is still
frequently men, the square log house with
one room and a boxed-up kfiehee at the ahla
The lights streaming through the one mein
wiadow showed each decorations en tke
walla as a shotgun sad rifle, the horn pow
der flask and hunting pouch, and trophies
• the hunt, while on winter•eveniugs the
glewing firelight from the cavernous fire
pities threw shedows In and out among the
feetoona.of onions, a dried pumpkin, &ad
"middan's" suspendeckfrom the rafters.
The house in which II eerier Lane was bar*
stood in a small cleared space in the heart
of the "jungle." Here she grew to wander
hood with no wieterezoerience with the men
side world than the weekday walk to this
wrest village, and an annual journey lathe
county seat in fair time.
Her first hardship mime to her at the aro
of six, when she intuit trudy each day foe
11 miles to the district school. But school
days in the "jungle" were soon over, the boys
getting the most of the "achoolin " becatoe
the girls married and had no use for it.
There were no bachelor maids in the "jun.
gle." niarriege was soerteinty about whisk
there could be no deeht.
Baiter Lane being what the natives of the
"jungle" called a "good, smart girl." 16
was expected she would make a good match.
If the Lane home was more picturesque
than some of its neighbors it was because
Hester's hand trained the morning glory
vines over the window in summer and hid
the woodpile behind • bank of sturdy holy-
hocks and priames bathers. Tin pans
and pails sheni nowhere else with such
brightness and luster as they did on that
bench outiride the kitchen door. Besides
Hester bed pieced more patchwork quilts
en the long winter evenings than any aches
girl In eh* "jungle," where • feather bed
and bedding sod a cow was the dowry every
bride was expected to brine to her hue
band.
fleeter had her choice between dquire
Bludsoe's eon William and "Jim" Gillian,
whose father wee the big land owner is.
the "jungle" and could set off ten acres
for the young people to start out with. Be
lag a prudent-minded young woman, Hee
tot took "Jim" and the wedding day wee
set for Octorber.
Squire Bledsoe, who had "tied the knot'
in every marriage ceremony which had
taken place tit the "jangle" for a
satiated, and supplemeated the cereal
mrtth null solemn advice u he deemed
mosesery for the young people to take,
wedding in the "Single" was a quiet affano
real celebration bola( the ‘Infair" on tho
da7, when the =knabeed toe&
his lilA. 
sat imaide " an Ilse treat weal of the
Fine tlF11112 tsith*Heeester looked as ides
few lingua in es "infair" firms of "s/q,
bine delete'," trinhomi with white lam
the reifies, and her last seaman's hat re
Lacerated with fresh ribbon bows. This
nawe aide of eggs and batter above ay oostume represented the s vt
family groceries for many weak*. Is was
Nkandmade," too, a amine machine set
Combe:24 ens of the lax-arias ma el the Le 
Early ea they were, the 'Wan" sua:up
wire arriving before them. The chairs
were arranged in a semicircle around the
room, and "Jim" and Hester sat dews
near the nein door. The company, the
elder members first, earns forward one by
me and shook them Sr the hand and ei
leered then congratulation& There was
en'y om phrase in which the good wiabe.
could be conveyed. "I wish you much joy,"
repeated each neighhcr, solemnly, an sell
Lava again. Then them was alines in the
ream, the nests staring blankly at the
bride and groom, whe relieved their enc.
karramosent by escasiesuil whispers to sash
ether.
When the Jests and witty airtap
enlivened the festivities of the "nil:he,
were exhausted some of the older folks lo
gaa .renalaimaseming if former wedding se,
amedess.
no) serious bow the world does change.'
said Uncle "Jimmy" Taylor.' Ile and hi.
Vlsji."4-ant Laura.," were the pioneers',eagle. "You young folks:t
get married and start out in the 
yi 
erwadars don't know what hard eines ars.
Totem lumber to floor your house wit.k,
and a rook earn, and yen can bey
sad chairs and table already made.
wasn't so 60 years ago, when Laura Lad
got hitched.
'Laws Dyed at old Kaskaskia. Here
father had mud over on to the Illinois sidi
from Kentucky, and I, being • roving chap
and tired of Tennessee hflla, turned up there
'en. day arid went to work for him.
bog was all done by hr.nd la these days,
Laura helped In the corn planting. We
loa lore and were maryi.d. One day abet
that I Leek Lours up behind rim on a bores.
end with an our worldly goods tied In •
bundle vs etarted oue to seek our fortial
la • new mantry. We never
we reached the "jungle," and =drip e
piece of land and built a cabin. I made a2
the hu-nitare with my own hands and
(oohed ea the male the fireplace I 1*4
t 67, tALLys, and laafuni staidalmo
wIlderness, but the Tndians were gone, a 
alou in 
ttl
there wasn't saything more dangerous in
the woods than varmints and wildcats."
"And we didn't have dnfaid Can
those dal" said 'Jim's'father. We
ankarkey venison, which we shot fis
woods, an for cake and pie we had
torn pones baited In the male on the
'Jim's' mother dideet have • sto
wedding dew like Hester hers, but
limey woollier she wove herself and
the Wool for It, too. There wisn'rtzt
luta in them days; the girl was 
y 
meek get a bit of calico to maks a amber
son'
libeve would have bees ewe Marne of






the sue went °WTI thl IreP1
tarefully hewn and plied ea a pretty etir
as the ten scree were in their plata, sad
pew home was ready is the "jun: ,
Insthe evening "Bill" Bludeoe,
erM4 salter, to show that Id eh ed se
pewill, brought his fiddle and there was a
Waft In the new hocus, a "Itesettereasse
ing," and the wedding f
In
"usfede," I the little Avow
semis add to it, and a nest
sd Heste r still 1
weal-kept orehard and gents, II=
e" into it 
witiolt is trainthe
and the
will mesa b. intlyel=um 4 iudeloopram,
Quostions Suggested by ths Peat.
liar Habits of Raccoons.
tiositatissa of a Southern Observeres
She Ways of the Seemingly
telilgent l4tU. Denisems
of the Woods,
"mammal psychology Is to be studied,
see, in Paris," said an observant
althea recently, according to the
New Orleans Times-Democrat, "and
the scientists are going to take the
'object up in a systematic way. That
Is a good plan. It is a broad field, and
research along these lines will no
doubt be productive of much interest-
ing data. Heretofore what scieatista
have said along this line, and in fact
all they have learaed, has been of a
theoretical nature, an it may be said
that animal psychology has not passed
beyond the peoely experimental stage.
"Darwin came nearer formulating
an exact hypothesis than any other
scientist when he took up the study of
the emotions and the means of ex-
pressing them, but even this splendid
treatise is lacking in that definite data
which would place animal psychology
xmong the so-called exact sciences.
But it has occurred to me that a busy,
bustling center of population, where
one may find so much that is artificial,
so much that is out of harmony with
the natural order of things, would
sot be the place to prosecute in an
intelligent and satisfactory way a
study of this interesting subject.
Surrounding, a trifle more rugged
would seem to afford a better oppor-
tunitg for the observance of mental
processes in the lower order of life,
although, of course, much may be
learned by the method which has been
adopted by European scientists.
"In the southern part of the United
States these scientists might find much
data that would give them a more
definite clew to the reasoning meth-
ods of animals of the lower order.
That little trick of theoppossum, for
instance, when he feigns death, shows
an element of shrewdness which ono
rarely find. in orders of intelligence
supposedly higher. Take the raccoon.
Why is it that he will leap up on one
tide of a tree and then jump as far as
he can from the other aide? It is a
trick. He is trying to fool the dog
that is after him by making him be-
leve he is up the tree. The 'coon has
practiced this game for so lotig that
no well trained dog will ever howl up
a tree until he has circled around it
several times to see if the game ha.a
sot resorted to the usual make-believe.
'Why is it that a 'coon, when the
tree is falling under the effect of the
hunter's ax, will scamper closer the
trunk of the tree toward the stump?
He has two reasons for doing it. In
the first place., unless the dog knows
his business, he will rust out in the
direction of the falling tree, believing
the gains will scamper out from the
top. In the second place, he reasons
that it is safer for 'body and limb.
In either event he is reasoning about
the thing. It ts a psychological profs
eau Instances have been reported
ey hunters of where 'coatis would
leap from the top of falling trees,
seemingly knowing that they were
pursued by trained dogs, who would
hang around the stump until they
sould scamper down the trunk of the
tree. But, the rule is the other way.
"The point I am trying to make."
concluded the observant citizen, "is
that the woods are filled wit these
evidencee which might rile the sci-
entists a clew to the reasoning meth.
ode of animals of the lower urder."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
Simeonal Changes In Die Cole. at
Cereals Resale and Hird•
Sisklekly Ooeur.
A polar bear would not have
chance in stalking seals if it were
of a darker color. The only black
spot about it is the tip of ita nose.
The sailors who flee landed on vari-
ous unknown arctic shores and bays
stated that the bears used to take
them for seals, and begin to stalk
them at a considerable distance, lying
down fiat on their bellies in the at-
titude in which the well-known pho-
tograph by Mr. Gambier Bolton shows
the old polar bear at the Zoo, and
wriggling along in that position until
they came to an le hummock, when
they would get ur peer over to see
if the "seals" wf,TO alarmed, and
wriggle on strain. The sailors added
that they could always see the black
loose when the bear got up near, and
rowed that the bear put his paw over
ale muzzle to hide it. The arena
'ones, the "blue" hate, the ptarmigan,
ryper and ermine all undergo the sea-
tonal change to white by an identical
process, says the London Spectator.
Ilse hair or feathers, as the case
might be, lose color and turn white
5y what may almost be described am
an instantaneous process. In the
foxes and bird, the white comes in
patches; but the speed of the color
themes is remarkable. There are
'timely stories of people whose hair
is turned white from shock "In a
single night." Judging by the birds
and foxes, these stories must be tree.
No one ever sees the process of bid-
ing going on. The feather or patch
of fur which was brown or sitsoky
grey suddenly whitens. Yet no one
bee actually seen the color going.
The explanation usualy given is that
It takes place by night. There leems
to "half way" tint tetween the white
end the original solar.
in oat the Rata.
Tim lather-I as so glad Jolla rot
elected to congress.
Tke Mother-Yea It's a wrest re.
Set. I. boo Wed is massy 'trays of
sorithig a livia4 Maadkete-lheticoNI
ilkeson.
MITCH GIRLS TETT LOVS.
5 gLag-elar Practise That Is tagalong
in by Some Tease People in
Penisisylvealm
At Shamokin, Pa.. some queer ame
toms have mind ved the march of pror
rem among the Poles and Humiliate
Due of those observances is "switch-
lug day." It is a favorite day for
bashful lovers, for swiftness of limb,
rather than eloquence of tongue, esp.
tures the belies of the community,
sap an eastern exchange.
For days the man has been in train-
tag for the ran qf his he, while the
testi& adjure corsets mut rub lint-
motemt on their kneecaps every night
ere wooing slumber. Finally the
morning of "switenling day" arrives.
The man sees before himall the maid-
ens ef his village. He May take his
pick. All he must do le to catch and
switch and duck with water the one
of his choice-the maid whom he
would have for his wile. If she ie
fleeter of foot than be end escapee
she es free. If the man is beloved of
We quarry she seldom gate away,
though his test are sled in Lades
shoes.
"Switching day" at fittanscride ft
Koster Sunday, when all the lads sad
laws at the oottntry round about
✓ather at the tow-3qm. the annual
meeting. A girl's starting to rtat Is
accepted as token that she is net
averse to her pursuer. The Tare%
start is sompted se a proposal.' amd
no matter what misfortune may be-
fall his quarry he most providence her
all the days of his future life
Pathetic indeed was the illustration
of this feat be the case of Swan Maw
bob, who was by all odds the hand'
gamest girl in the Russian solonise
for manly miles shout She was san
and slender and her eyes were asure
blua She was crowned with (oldest
hair, winch grew in dainty ringlets
sloes upon her bead. Mica Menboh
had more suitors than she could ace
eept, and she was wary soy. Fleet of
Met, the maid had, sines arriving at
a marriageable age, pained one
"'witching tkr in mister without the
giving of her promise.
Mies Manbolt coati? neon en the re.
sent festival occasion had rucceseded
In outdistancing all her pursuers.
any were the races she bad run, bat
never had a switch or a paL of wattle
earns within reaching distance of bee
petite form. It area then that Andrew
Irobinaker, aolirowd young man, Who
bad purposely waited until Miss Man.
holt had become fatigued. gave Olean
Off darted the mind. and after beg
sped the pursuer.
Down the railroad track they
embe& all unheeding. So exited
were both oontestante-the Man MO.
sing for • wife, the girl for liberty-
that the approsoh of a traio wss war
aoticed. The engine tooted atrial
sad at its blase Ines Manbok, ah
righted. stumbled and fen upon the
rail. Both of her legs were cut ofi
below the knees, but the doctors
she will live. And Kobleialry.
less of her being a cripple,
that he will keep bee wennehree- wed
her just as soon on; =re: :N. to
leave the nurse's car&
LOVE BALLS IN SHAN STATES.
Vatene and Intereirting Diversities
Amen, Young Folks in Mi-
ami* Empire.
Fred W. Carey has recently beau
traveling through an almost unknows
part of the Chinese glean states, which
Ile between China proper and Burmah.
In the account of his journey, which
he recent17 read before the Royal
Geographical society, ho spoke most
favorably of the woman of the oona.
try, though his opinion of the men is
not so flattering, says the New Yoe);
Imo
In their face and figure, be sa.ys,
theme Rheas resemble the Japanese,
said 'th• women are, to say thy least,
fiit as unconventional and fascinating.
'nem the resemblance ends. Tbe men
are lazy. good-for-nothing fellows, who
never work unless they are absolutely
obliged to do so. The women toil dur-
ing the rummer in the riot fields and
spend their time when at home in
weaving cloth and In household du-
ties. They wear a very pretty toor
tante, including a long whine petti.
mat, which is much more beeendhg
than the ugly minthapen trousers of
the Chinese womon.
Mr. Carey describes a diversion.of
the young people wide& very much In-
terested him. As he passed throng%
the villages the girls often provided
themselves with cotton seed belle,
which they call love bans, and mazy
times he was pelted with these love
missiles. He says they were of course
not Intende4 to convey any message
to him, but M the fortivitiee which
take place during New Year's these
eolored balls have a very important
part to pier. On these widens turtle
lay conld be more significant to a
young man, for she is very careful its
throw it only to the particular young
%an whom she would like' to marry.
Thus she her preferenee foe
one or another swains,. If the
young man catches the ball, the fact
Is a sure indication that he wishes
to wed the girl, and the engagement
might as well ho anlsounised at once.
Rai if he misses the ball, the feet lc-
&sates that he does not reciprocate
the affection the maiden desires to
give him, and she must find a lover
elsewhere. At all other time.. the fathe
In simply a mode of ffirtatioa, whoa
the maiden or man who fails to tenth
the bail must pay • Serfs% to the
throws".
*Metal Outdo.
The queen`, footmen wear Wig%
whieb have eight rows of mega wheels
as the.. of the prinee of Wales are sh
seem rows, and thee* of lite
mays" of lamas aro rhea ee411
11-EVEN0111 OF ANIMAL&
--
This unplowed esedimeat anew all
Me Well Devebisped in ewes
of Timm
'A number of authentic anecdote*
have been collected by Le Tour du
Monde to illustrate the fact that the
sentiment of revenge is very well de.
'eloped in some animals. Everybody
knows that elephants, for example,
have long memories when they are
subjected to treatment that Irtirte
their feelings. Capt. Shippe, of the
French army, discovered this fact to
his sorrow six weeks after he had
riven an elephant a sandwich sprin-
kled with cayenne pepper. The cap-
tain had almost forgotten the inci-
dent when he next saw the animal
and attempted to caress him: but the
elephant, recognizing the practical
joker, suddenly absorbed a quantity
of dirty water from a puddle near-by
and diffused it over the officer's uni-
form.
Griffith, the historian, tells a story
of two Indian elephaut4 at the siege
of Burtpore. Water was scarce and
in great demand,- which gave unusual
value to • well that had not dried up
One day, just as a small elephant and
It. driver were leaving the well, the
animal carrying a pail of widens very
large and strong elephant seised the
pail and drank the water. The smaller
elephant, conscious of his Weiler
strength, showed no resentment but
bided his- time. One day he saw his
enemy standing broadside by a well.
The little fellow suddenly rushed for.
ward with all the energy at his com-
mend, butted the big one on the sine
and tnnatiled him over into the well.
An Indian missionary tells of an is.
discreet person whom he saw teasing
an elephant by pricking his trunk with
a pin and then feeding him with let-
tuce salad which no elephant has ane
use for. The animal was rather sloes
In anger and he had not fully decided
to be mad till a half hour had elapsed,
whose he euddenly seised the man's hat
trona his head, tore it into shreds and
dna; the fragments into the face of
his tormentor.
A British magaziao told, awhile
aro, of a milkman's dog that was the
terror of all smaller canines, as be
was a fighter and never missed •
chance to mix up in a row. Most ed
the dogs in the neighborhood boos
scars as evidence of his ferocity said
prowess. None of them could match
him in a fight. The idea finally ote
mimed to them, however, that there
I. strength in lotion, and so one niglee
about a dozen of them went to tee
home of the tormentor and thrashed
bum within an inch of his life. The
milkman found next morning that his
dog was nearly dead from the wounds
inflicted. When he recovered from the
scrimmage he was •ehanged dog, hike
lag wholly lost his taste for fighting.
Sir Andrew Smith, a zoologist, told
Darwin that one day he saw a tame
baboon in Smith Africa bespatter with
mud se officer, who, all spick and span,
was on his way to pai stle. The offices
bad frequentry teased the anima!,
which took this effeetive means of re
venge Parrots also are among the
animals that do not soon forget per.
sons who tease or maltreat them.
They venally find some way to rteo
tome unpleasant moments to those
who are unkind to them.
. — - -
START OF OUR SHOE TRAM.
5 M.4.4 of the Original rectory as
Be Planed out Exhibition I. Boo-
em leather Expoolties.
Them is to be a shoe and teethe*
exposition in Boston, whieh oontia-
ues to be the *Lief market for bouts
and shoes in the United States, and
one feature of it is to be a repredas.
tion of the original shoe factory in
the United States, says the New Toth
Sean
For many years after the settle-
ment of the Amerlean colonies no at-
tempt was made to manufacture
boots and shoes for the market, foot-
wear being imported from England
end France. This was a period of
baud-made shoes exclusively, sod in
towns large enough to have a local
shoemaker, he supplied all the needs
of the inhabitants. In towns not
Large enough to sustain a village eob-
tiler a traveling shoemaker went from
place to plate., stopping a day or
week at mesh.
So far aa is Irnewn, the first altos
factory In Massachusetts was atte-
sted in Dunvers, mot far from the
historie house in which Gen. Porter,
of revolutionary fame, was born. As
early as llfle various shoemakers were
at work currying, cutting and 'teem-
making at the original factory in
Danvere.
The original shoe factory of Dan-
gers can, it is said, be reproduced
without undue expense, anti as the
boot and shoe interest in Maseacha-
setts is now not only well established
but enjoying an unusual amount of
commercial prosperity, with a larger
to-reign market than it ever had be
tore, it is thought probable that the
exhibition will be representative In
many respects.
The chief countries to which AMOY,.
lean shoes are sent are Austraria,
lb gland, the West Indies, Cape Tows,
dexioo and Canada
Row to lowest.
The mau who gets the most out a
Ifs is the one whe is always looking
up, with le determined that everythlag
he does, every investment he makes,
shall leave Won a little higher up. sk
Attle further on. To learn, therefmo,
how to spend for the higher !sashimi
sauteed of the lower, so that the amid"
qualities, Tether than the animal, man
be developed, le • problem that seat
fronts ea.-Success. .
Msay Mean allea.
Too will find a good mono ems are
mesa, Of whom you did tot impact tte























l'.51 t/O.N EIL"3 BUREAU.
ST Isom P. 11.0110AR.
There is • wreck down at Simmer's
bouse—a wreck that was formerly a piece
ef blithe manhood, with a marked tendenee
to talk and a wen on his head. The wreck
In question used to be saluted by his cred-
itors as Mr. Spooner.
Where, before, all was joy, is the higheie
octave: now is sorrow and woe W large
/poetise and a dilapidated bureau In in,
warkably small pieces.
The bureau in question arrived Is the
lidaydower, so Spooner used to proudly an
sire Unfeeling neighbors used to somo
times sneeringly remark that it had more
the appearaace of having oome is the Ark
4 But nesghbors will carp and let their how
4 Min through your cabbegrepateh in wild
and bristle_ freedom, so -be will take thee
sneers at 60 per cent. discount.
How the bureau came there was not the
latieject that worried Spooner just before
the pall of darkness and bumps settled over
the happy hone. How- to. get iv sers,e was
'Met agitated his mind.
Spooner's sole daughter, Cyclone, had,
et least, bees so fortunate as to earral a
bailees being, who made her his wife—and
Me was Cydonia Spooner no longer. It
S. set the purpose of the writer to die
tribute the Idea that, but for this tine
ly attack of matrimony, Miss Spooner would
have become more altitudmons. Far from
iti dhe simply masa& as a Spooner, te
make the menu at three daily repeats look
as if attacked by an itinerant sat, and to re
mark ,plaistively that woman's mission or
earth was not clearie defined around te.
ete% that their daughter had succeeded
in committing matrimony to the firsi
degree, Mr. and Mrs. Epees*, resolved tc
do the proper and appropriate thing. After
mach Cootie-War thcught, they decided tc
present her the sacred bureau, aroma/
which clustered such hallowed assoatatsone
like those iseigesons aa eld buffalo
eshe
The mired bureau was located In the
woad story of the Spooner domicile, Is
the "mere" bedroom! lLow to get it dove
stake was the quintals.
Tha time, several years before, whs.
damp, the dreymen, had raised the poo
datums piece of furnitute to the second
story window, by means of sauce rope and
profanity, was still fresh in Spooner's Inine.
Be remembered that Jana had rumored
4 the bureau, which was an enormously de
'eloped affair and teen ba4 measured the
stairway.
"Too wide for the daire." was Janie vele
dice
Se without any more foe he had pre
Meeed to haul it up the side of tee k42111111
sod istroatios it through • window.
But Spooner considers himself a peer in
Ihe way of eoncentrated think, to any two
togged drarman that ever wore a hairy her
tor for a beard and shamed 40 pieces of
silver ter earrying a Sewn% trunk nee
blocks. He knew, witheren measuring, that
the stairs were wide enough for the bee
Neu. haeleheaded and alone be snarled
the logubrime piece if farnitere is its ewe
satire spare bedroom.
By dint if woek palling and ea equal
amount of Menai, he wooded in wrest
eng it to the bead of the stairway. In spite
if the fast that it seemed esatemally tsr
mesh .Its Otero into. the. Boor, in dote-
seined adlisrt to resist the departure
Getting @hese, be carefully lowered the
berme toward himself. The meatiest wee
*sly marred by the trifling seeded if el
lee &sows slippier out at i.e and the
peme thee, tad all but the last eine barb
4 souse portion of 8pooseee poems as
fedi. a wooden shower, wpm labs, sad
borer is the leg" if the stain
yap. The last aad Navies& drawee des
E
bon the regular order el proceed-
t :ton yr= btiered. uplised.a.
se the Marlower lob-Isom slipped and the
ssered= fell forward woes the
khn exaetie henteth the skis.
r 
et
ein they west, with all the assitemand
bed Witte, that attend the peelings ed
Irmo rushing frsaticalle dews the corridors
tit time.
Spooner was a trek. Is elven.. of the
bureau when both arieved in the "jog" el
Sas stairway.
The drawee with& bed made theirellabee
• few moods before, lay is a confused beim
with all passible corners upward to eel
•some the now hearten@ Spooner.
He leaded es all these contain and me
sal snore that esetnet to put in an appear
sacs for that emotes only, and the er
attest and vindictive bureau deed square
p on its herd ea hie quivering sorpermity.
A wild, sealed yell, as sharp yet as vol•
mainous that it startled the bete out of the
phimnery and brought Mrs. Spooner to the
het of the stairs.
"Oh, the precious bureau!" she shriebet
What., oh! what has happeaed to it r
Presently a faint voice piped up from the
bottom of the pile where Spoorier was do
hig • enntortion act beneath the bureau:
"The precious bureau is uninjured as
pet," it said, "but I am mortally womb
of by this calenetened• demon!"
Frightened at the awful modelers of her
woos, bared beneath a tootles of re
morsel's@ furniture and with ne insurance
as hie Ufa. Mrs. Spooner ran fee amid-
toe Presently she retuned with Neigh-
bor Kellar. By his strong arm, the wreck
tif manhood was drawn from beneath the
mil issultant heirloom of the Roundheads
Another measurement was instituted, and
Ile former deeision of Jaggs, the drays:so,
was 'vindicated. The bureau would go no
hirther down the "jog," for the stairway
was mush narrower from then down.
Without a word, but with a terrible dark.
blue resolve depicted en his eollengd
WOW,, and nose several inches eut aw obi
plumb, Spooner, assisted by Killer, set to
work to farm dm bureau up to the top
of the stairs again. This they sumeeded
in aseempliehing, in spite of the Puritanical
fesietaace eel that stubborn orthodox Meet
et drawers.
Then Spooner rolls It ever, and over,
pad, with the seighv es aid, he balanced
it a moment on the
With a mails of alinost fiendish joy and
p apaernette hitch to hie pantaloons, slow-
lyedipping away from the clutches of hie
me rear suspender endow Spoor pushed
the bureau, sew thoroughly frightened, out-
ward, and it hurti d through the air like
lhe &Ott of • brew- sobbed meteor. With
0 wash leaded on the stoneedoerstep,
lave et*Iise below, nel was nothing but a
reek of Its former wanderur.
Coe Wiadywiesse vahiable dog, of the
letneh-leared persuasible had, but a me
twee before, bees gemming es overshoe
m the doors**. Now he lay tinder the
bosati--esly a amine reeellectioa, a Wry
preset-spot.
Cy•leala gee as wedding present fres her
paresis; grosser got nothing but a Oohs
essortment if bumps' and abresioas sad
E
arn fee SC said to. be the value of the
dog. Tie ad et wheat he ebeirgated
seek pistereigne phrase that ke seen.
iamb trial in the distance.





RIZIFERB KILLED TOR DZKIL
aim York Seaters Obligee M Fop
5000 toe a Deem teneteinia
on • nas Farm.
Jobs Hendriakson, • breeder of
fancy cattle, meetly Guerneeys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
en the Cochecton turnpike from
White Lake to Newburg, N. Y., re-
sently found four of hie finest young
heifers in the field, all riddled with
&harts@ of buckle/tot, whiefla had en-
tered the bodice just behind the foto
leg.
Neighbors reported that hunters
from New York, who had been stay-
ing at White Lake, had phased over
Ids farm in quest of partridge, and
that "lintel had been heard in the
vicinityiot the field when the settle
were at pasture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specdmivas of the Hendriekson herd,
and ft occurred to the °weer as he
was examining the worts& that
killed them that they bore a strong
resemblanoe to does by reason if
their delicately formed 11ib.. Ho
was seized with the idea that they
had been mistaken for deer by the
bunters.
Hendrickson want to White Lake,
but found that the three men he
wanted had goes. He aecartained
their names and addresses ill New
York and after emasiderable difficulty
located them. He has just returned
after seeing them, and as • reellt
if his dad he I. $500 richer than
whoa he went to the atty.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDL
Wreak cesserima, et Atlanta. ill. Ores'.
Game. Se•nitnaly limesmesat-
able Dilleultles.
Atlanta, • entail tows south of
Bloomington, Ill., has In Prank Claw-
son • fiddler whom chief bid for
fame lies in the fact that he is with-
out hands. Clawson haa been,a per-
former on the violin since boyhood,
and hes skill was such that hes was in
demand at every country dance in
that part of the country. Several
years ago he vacs caught In a bile.
card and both hands were so badly
frozen that they were amputated at
the wrist. Supposing that his Ad-
dling days were over, the oil buena-
mint was laid away by the owner.
Tbe old-time longing to bring out
mimeo became too strong to be re-
sisted. and he eonesetved the unique
Idea of playing without bands. He
matte a eiontrivanoe out if beery
wire, which enabled him to wield the
bow. The matter of lingering was
more diffisult, but by herd procties
be trained the stump of his left head
to make the neoesesry shifts from
sue girt:mg to another, sod from pc-
Adam le position. With the fiddle
boil Is pLees by his Ws and knees.
mil wish the help if his finger'e •
smut Clawson managea to play
neerly se mnoh enrages as formerly.
A YOUTHFUL ORAKDRLA.
Boo onieteess, of lows rano. lb.•
Malmo rho Remeed fee nie
Ilerthweet.
--
A grandmother a+ 90 is the reeord of
lira. James P. Carleton, ef Iowa Fella,
In., who stainer the dietinctien of being
the youngest grandmother In the en-
tire northwest. She is hoping to be a
great-grandmetiter by the time she
is U.
Me and Mr si Curettes were mar-
ried in Ohio 111 years ago, Mrs. Carleton
being only 11 year* old when she was
wooed, wen and led to the altar by lies
yenthful schoolmate. Lem then two
years later, when only U years a ago
alas became a mother. The teedancy
tows.rd early marriages is the Oartseca
lamely was transmitted to the daugb
ter, and two years ego, at the ago of It,
she was married Last week she De-
mme a mother.
Until recently James P. Carleton was
postmaster at Iowa Tana, but • few
months age he and his wife remove! to
St. Paul, Minn , where their daughter
sod grandchild reside.
Movemeet tee Res.it1n tie lierra
A promising movement has been
otarted is Virginia for the benefit of
the negro population. The Idea orig.
lasted with Dr. R. IL Jones, of Nieto
aloud. and severe] prominent and
wealthy negro*s are associated with
him. The find of the proposed set-
tlements will be established near
Richmond. Pinta of ten acres each
will be laid off, and upon meth will
be erected a four-roomed log cabin
sit antique style. These plots will be
sold on easy installments pleas to
nogroes an to bettor them-
*elves. They will be given practical
and systematic Inetruetion in farm.
Ins, an experienced expert from the
institute at Hampton being engaged
se instructor.
wian reedialeers 'rennet
• bold, remarkable projeot lv re-
seeing attention among Russian en-
gineers. It is proposed to oonetrust
a tunnel under the main Main of the
Caucasus mountains from a priest 44
miles south of Viedikavkas. The tun-
as' will be ss miles 'Ioug and emit
fel.000.000. As moon as theTrans-Si-
berian railway le finished, it is be-
Booed. Shia Caucasian tunnel, which
bee this warm support if the wear,
will be ouronestod. Prom • 'military
and sosentereial paint of, view the
week wiM be of 'art fespertonos. as
libe only direst eenanousioation with
lisono-Coseesis frees southern insole
Is by en erdhanary reed from Vledile
airtime Is Win
Solhoole la Cuba.
II pew ago *hers Were 11,111111 paha
;Lsall 
Cubs, we& MAIM &Minn 





ROM Ideas in Dress Ornamoutadlen
I. Eyeless°e in the Up-to-Date
anatomies,
A charming evening gv.„,‘ for s
young girl is of rich miroir satin,
veiled with either white, gold or o.ol•
owed net, showing a delicate design of
lace or ribbon applique in a floral dar
sign, alternating with roses or co.
mellian sewn on in a studied careless-
seas, says the Brooklyn Eagle.
Some ingenious mortal has intro-
toed an effective novelty this season,
namely, black velvet roses, about the
sig., of the palm of one's hand, ready
to applique onto silk, lace or chiffon.
There is an open circle in the middle,
through which the material can be
drawn. These roses make the most
affective sort of decoration.
The bridal robes of one of the brides
of this season was made with a chif-
fon coat, tucked all over, meeting a
yoke °Cleo' and lace sleeves, a lace
train starting from between the
shoulders, and a hendsome lace
flounce at the hem. In this bride's
trousseau was a handsome white satin
gown, with a lace flounce round the
item, put on very fun and headed by
festooes of chiffon caught up lite
scallops.
At a recent society function In Paris
one of the most picturesque and no-
ticeable toilettes was of black vel-
vet. The Louis EVIL corsage formed a
double-breasted front and long coat-
tail behind, while round the decollet-
age a deep white lace collar, almost
reaching to the waist behind, passed
over the shoulders and formed • point
In front. White mousseline trenspar
ent long loose sleeves were caught
tightly to the wrist by a black velvet
band.
L'Art Nouveau has ceased to be a
soveity, although unique ante. exceed-
!ugly beautiful example. are continu-
ally being produced, so the seekers for
something newer in the line of jewelry
and dress accessories have turned
their attention to the Russian produo
thins. The costliness of these articles,
which are truly works of art, is suffi-
cient guarantee that they will not be-
come too popular, and their beauty
and variety of design win appreciation
from all lovers of exquisite ornaments.
Incrustations of lace are gaining in
favor rather than losing their pres-
tige. and very ethereal effects are pro-
duced by applying lace on to chiffon,
which is placed over satin; and they
also look exoeedIngly well on foulards,
especially white foulards, with fine
Irish point of rather a deep tone, out-
lined with black ribbon. The material
Is always cut away from beneath the
lace, which gives it a light effect.
White foulard with black Chantilly
incrustations is a good eombination
It Is less expensive than the very rich
embroideries end in man , ways is
rery desirable.
HINTS ON FURNITURE.
• Comfortable Couch That le Maolly
Made at Houso—An Antialso
Oak Stain, Me.
Few families, whether in tows OT
country, have sufficient closet space
in which to keep gowns and
wraps unwrinkled. The safer way,
in any case, is to lay them flatly
and smoothly In a box large enough
to accommodate them at their full
length. Such a box may be made
at home in such a way as to verve s
double purpose—that of couch end
wardrobe combined, flays the New
York Tribune. A stout box of unpaint-
ed wood, six feet four inches long by
about three feet four Inches wide, can
be constructed by any big boy or his
mother without difficulty, using round
wire nails, to avoid splitting the wood.
The cover should have a cross strip
near each end, and must be firmly
hinged on the box. Line the inside el
the box and lid with a serviceable cam-
bric or silesia. Then nail a cushion,
deep and springy, to the top. This
cushion may be made of an old hair
mattress picked to pieces and put In
new ticking of the proper size, or of
"wool waste," or may be procured at
Little expense from an upholsterer.
Tack an artistic denim or chinte In
host plaits all around the box, and covet
he top separately, finishing the edge
if the latter with& full pinked ruching
of the fabric to conceal the opening
grove a strong loop on the edge •f th•
top by which to left it, and It is well to
fatten a piece of strong tape at each
end to lid and box, to avoid straining
the hinge&
Heaped with pillerws and with an et.
than thrown over the foot, this an
a comfortable couch by day, and even
by night if necessary.
An excellent ball table for a country
6onse was evolved not long ago by an
ingerious girl from an ordinary 12'1-
'1*h:11:4d kitchen table without a leaf
She sawed two inches from the legs,
then stained the whole with a black
ttain, made as follows,: A few cents'
worth of logwood chips were put in P
stone jar, with just enough water to
cover them, and left to simmer on te.
stove for half a day. This liquid es
applied to the wood and left to dr
Vinegar in which a number of rust,
nails had been steeped was then
brushed over, and repeated until the
able acquired a good antique oak col-
oring. Brass rollers were then fate
tened on the legs and an old-fashioned
brass handle put on the drawer, which
was stained ineide to match the out-
side. and served for holdingglovent ete
A scarf of &irk red leather was fas-
tened down the middle of the table with
brass heeded tacks, anci,beholdI•real.
ly handsome mold (*JR" ball table)
And a Osio• One.
I. polities a praises!**
we a business?
Pa--W•11, that depends upon sit-
twastsiaoss. If you're es the win-
- side We a knaliamsrehaisailh
Ws atm
WHEN GAME SEASON OPENED. I mg cuLTuRE PLANS
new the Residents Wore Mal. In
Soifer by the Swarming Seekers'
After Game.
The dawn of November 1, calm and
fair and beautiful, was like man)
Lovely mornings of October. Nature
bad not marked off any sudden
transition from the eighth to the
ninth month of the year 1901. The
little birds sang cheerily on bush and
brier; the squirrels hustled akout
among the fallen leaves for the tooth-
some chestnut and the rabbits
scazupered through rustling dews
and sheltering 'epee in the very full-
apes pf long-eared liberty and legal
protection, says the New York Time&
Thus it seemed in the heart of we
ture, but not. thus was it in the heart
of man. The writer had just turned
over in bed for that hour of sweet
sleep which is said to enhance the at-
tractiveness of noble features, when,
bang! bang! same a shocking sound
directly under his window! Whal
was this? Did he dream? Was it the
Fourth of July?
"Hello, out there!" he yelled;
*what are you doing, anyway?"
For his chickens were squawkine
&ad flying around the back dooryard,
and their antics suggested at once a
poacher after domestic fowl. From
the depths of the garden shrubbery
Issued this reply:
eTo-day iss the law oudt! Der rub
bits iss as much mine as yours!"
"Get out, get out!" responded th;
man who had lost his sleep. ee will
not have them shot! You are a tree.
passer!"
"Corn hee-er!" answered the tUs-
gruntled sportsman, earinghisempti
gun in a threatening manner. "Co.
hee-er!"
"No; I'll not come!" shouted the
man in his nightgown. "I'll send a
constable!"
After a lively interchange of per-
sonal abuse, in both choice and
broken English, the intruder left and
an attempt was made to catch the in-
terrupted nap.
But, alas, the battle was on! The
entire German population of Gutten-
berg, Union Hill and Jersey City had
taken to the field. Men, dogs and
guns leased apace. By nine o'clock
the uproar wait terrific.
Aaron§ the way a widow saw two
men, two guns and five doge chase a
rabbit under her barn. She protested
end the contingent withdrew.
Five minutes later the awakened
sleeper owlered five men and five gnus
off of his lawn. And still they came.
Moved to desperation he got hurried-
ly into his clothes, sought for • pot
of black paint and brush and begin.
furiously painting signs which read:
"Shooting — Trespassing — Strictly
Prohibited."
Seine timid soldiers saw the signs
and fell back, but a few old veterans
had to be routed with violent Ian-
g-u age.
So the day wore an, until the bee
leaguered writer found himself un.
oonaelously murmuring: "Would that
night or Blucher would comer Then,
indeed, appeared the strangest of all.
It was the man on horseback!
Over ia the near-by pasture lot
loomed to the view a fat Teuton on a
bay pony—game bag, big boots, shore
double-barreled gun and all. Three
stout fellows hammered the inoffen.
stve bushes with sticks and four
noble bounds wagged their tails and
bayed aloud under the deep-voiced
commands of their master. The ob-
server looked, saw and fled!
Although the brnnies had shown
themselves freely during the month
of October on this let day of No-
vember the historian of the battle
counted only one—and that one
sought for wisdom and a refuge un-
do. the lady's barn. And this roes
to show that Brother Rabbit knew
something If Mister Man did cote
Young Woman Farmer.
Hon. Lilah e,'onstnnce Cavendish, the
se-year-old daughter of Lord Ches-
ham, is the owner and manager of
a black farm near her father's estate
In Buckinghamshire. Here she keeps
black cattle, black horses, black sheep,
black goats, black dog, black cat,
black rabbit--blach everything that is
ee be seen on a farm! She had black
chickens, and used to sell eggs to her
mother, Lady Cheabam, but one night
a marauding fox came along and
cleared the hencoop. Of course, in a
hunting country it is crime unspealt.
able to kill a fox, so Mies Cavendish
took the opposite course and gave up
keeping fowls, for her black farm
must not MUre a monetary loss The
conntry people are amused and inter-
ested in her hobby, and the standing
}eke is that Miss Cavendish has every-
thing black except her dalrymaidel—
London Mail.
A Deserted Street in Parts.
A queer discovery has been made
in Parts is the shape of a street unin•
behltod sad ignored by all. In the
amerua of the work in progress for
eriamdeg the Rue Vaneau, this road.
wap—erhich it would be incorrect to
describe as a thoroughfare, consider.
lug that the ends were blocked up—
was discovered. It had neither pay-
ing stones nor pavement, was two
meters wide, and an old inscription
showed that it was formerly called
Rue d'Olivet. It would be uncle., to
seek the name in a directory, for it
Is certain that until • few days ago
no one knew of the existesee of the
Ree d'Olivet —Paris Messenger.
A Royal Whistler.
The mar of Reads is • vronderfed
whistler, and can whistle the most
Intricate variations on national ,
He entertains intirrate friends in ate
way.—N. Y. Sus.
Tim Cottle.
A settle is • grown-1171)6y who
Shame S. lbtaili•aser—Cildsw
11.111._...awetaibillibs..i.,hielltifideeo
Secretary Wilson to Encourage De.
velopmeat of the Industry.
Ask Congress ter .10,000 Sir the
~gam of Preliminary Test and
Saireetigation of What Can Ms
Dome fa Visite& States.
Secretary Wilson, of the department
at sogrloulture, is determined to re-
Nye interest in the cultivation of sill
Norms and mulberry trees in the
Vnited States, and the sum of $10,000
irshich he has asked congress to give
him to develop silk culture in the
Vatted States for a preliminary test
and investigation, will be spent with
• view of interesting every man and
woman in the country who has some
spare time for the work in the planting
of mulberry trees and the care of silk
worms.
If the appropriation asked for is
granted Secretary Wilson will turn his
attention first to the south, on account
of the large amount of cheap labor
fe be procured there. If the results
in the south are at all satisfactori
II et the men, women and even the
Ilhiklren will brappeeled to by the gov-
ernment to lend a hand in establishing
• new industry.
'After oongress authorizes the
*tart," said Secretary Wilson, "I shall
be ready to furnish the necessary sup-
plies to anyone Wishing to make the
experiment of silk culture. The work
Is about all done in the spring, and if
say plans carry, by next spring every
snember of congress will have at hil
disposal 50 mulberry trees to be given
away to his constituents. I think it
likely that I shall call upon Booker
T. Washington to help me at the start
through his great industrial sithool
at Tuakegee, Ala. He in ready there
I. take hold of the experiment and
do much In • short time in educating
Lb. peeeple in silk culture.
"So far as I am concerned, I know
Silk culture can be made a success in
this °pantry. People laughed at me
when I said the beet sugar industry
would be • success, but it lea success,
and the total yield this year will be
1100,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
ing- excellent tea plants in this coun-
try to-day and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutely clean way—
that to, in steel cylinders and without
te• tramping of perspiring cheap labor
apon the I e . The Yankee can sur-
mount almost any obstacle, and be ha
atediately improves almost any Ides
or industry he imports."
0
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
Rating ibeversois of Bewail CMOS
American Money for Coe La
the island.
7inthority for the conversion of all
Hawaiian silver coins into correspond-
ing coins of the United States and foe
the immigration eta limited number of
Chimes. Laborers conditioned upon
their engaging in agricultural purruite
nay during their residence In the ter-
ritory and their return to their own
owantry upon ceasing to be farmers are
the chief recommendations of H. Z.
Cooper, acting governor of Hawaii, in
his annual repo-t.
Tee prosperity of the Iolanda, amora-
l., to the acting governor, depend. on
the succesaful and economical produce
lion of sugar. "The employment of
Chinese and Japanese by the planters,"
he says, "never haw and never will in-
terfere with either American skilled or
unskilled labor, but If an ample supply
St desirable labor can be obtained it
moans millions of dollars spent for inn-
akInery, building materials, too* steel
and iron and other supplies of Amer!.
OM manufacture."
new Jernere Pure Food Low.
West Is said to he the strictest pure
food law in the United States haa just
gone into effect In New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been intrusted to
She New Jamey board of health. Un-
der it the office of state dairy cone
saissioner has been abolished and his
enetes have come under those of the
sleet food inspect sr. There will be
a large number of deputies scattered
all over the state. Everything that
eon come into use for human con-
sumption se food or drink ie included
ander the law. The inspection will
even take in canned gooda. It does
sot matter Whether these or anything
glee is manufactured or put up out-
side the state or in it, they are liable
to come under the ban of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to
time shows them to be unfit for hu-
man food.
Disproves Kock Theory.
Positive signs of tuberculosis have
appeared in the cow that was inocu-
lated with germs by Dr. George D.
Berney, of Brooklyn, several days
ago. Dr. Barney will permit the
signs to become more pronounced
and will then kill the cow and hold
an autopsy. Dr. Barney is now ear-
fain that he has disproved Dr. Keith's
theory that human tuberculosis and
bovine tuberculosis are not intercom
anenieetble. Dr. Barney said Iasi
night that he held no doubt that the
autopsy to be performed would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr.
Hoch'. theory.
Prisoners In Ihritfah Isaias Jails.
No fewer than 687,884 prisoners
were in the prisons of British India
In 1899-1900--en learease of 92.064
over the number for 1091. Of this
huge total only MISS were females,
which is a smaller proportion than
in western coontrits.
ChM of a fridge.
A new form et benefsetion to •
Few Bairland town Is that taken be
the gift if Prone s Sas& at lea
York, who has gives awahlidli
VDUs. • 111111.1104
WONDERFUL BRAIN WORE
sway, Tax rave the mansoetaa ad
Clerks in the Visited States
Railway Peetal Beryls..
Millions of people are complaint"'
lowadays of being taxed financially,
but an army of men in the employ,
of Uncle Sam are burdened With a
mental practice unheard of, as re-
gar,.da extent, in any other country of
the world. Things that * railway
postal clerk must remember have in-
creased in euch volume that one would
think every cell of his brain would
be filled with the name of a post office
Sr railway connection, and the won-
der is that the clerk's mind does not
falter under the pressure. Despite
these facts vibes: of insanity among
thew class of peblie servants are rare.,
says the Chicago Record-Herald. •
Ore Chicago postal clerk maintained
for several years a record of 21,000
cards (which takel the place of letters
examinations) with an average per
oeut of correct distribution of a frac-
tion over 99 per cent. He knew hew to
reach that many °Moss in several
states by the shortest, quickest melee
and he knew .he cora cut lee:a:Ion of
each office In its state.
A clerk on the New York and Chi-
cago railway post office must knoe!
the correct location of every .post of-
lice in A group of states. made up of
Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Indiana,
Minnesota, Sou.h Dakota and Ne-
braska. In there seven states there
are 12,317 post offices. Not only is the
clerk required to be "DV' on the gen-
eral scheme, which means the correct
location of the post offices in each ,
state, but he meat know how to reach
the whole 12,000 post offices from one
or more stations.
A clerk running between Chicage
and Minneapolis underwent no fewer
than 78 examinations in IS years.
learning 1S,306 offices in 15 different
sectiene of the United States. In
some of the examinations he was ree
quired to make a Chicago city distri-
bution, which means that while run-
ning over the country at the rate of
mile a minute be must distribute let.
term to the carriers of the Chicago do,
livery. Be must know not only where
every public building and leading mete,
canine house le located, but also howl
to divide the numbers on a particu-
lar street so that he can "tie out" hie
letters to the correct carrier, accord-
:ng to the route of the latter. Thin
same clerk made 13 examinations im
ten months, with an average correct
distribution of 9 .88 per cent. In 30
examinatiotue he .came out of nine oil
them with a clear 100 per cent. each.
Think of such • task, taking into
consideration the puzzling similarity
of-names that are used to designate
post offices! 'rhea, too, must be cone
sidered the fact -teat there are hun-
dreds of eases wbere in each state in
• post office of the same name. Pow
Instance, in the states named above'
there are five post offices named Ham-
ilton, six Grants, four Gartields, foam
Geneva& four Smithy-111es, tote Spare
tie and five Jefferson., and so oue
In some instances there is a post ode
ice of the same name in each of the,
seven "Latta. As one may imagine*




FigliZer of tie Cat
Hard to Flail.
From a story in St. Nicholas we
slip this description of the old-time
mountain lion:
There was a time who., the Amerte
eas mountain lion was tree of *het
moist formidable animals in the world..
The cat is the masterpiece of beturee
Wad ewe rneesatake liens was see spites
most terribly armed and powerfiil
tin cat family. II was a oomOaell
malts of hard and tough muscle a
gristle, with bones of iron, stronlie
Jaws, sharp teeth, and claws likm
steel penknife-bladee. It wan
preedigionaly strong, tithe, and quids.
opeered with a mail-coat of loose skim
that was as tough as leather.- It haa
the temper of a demon, and was in..
satiably bloodthirsty. Withal, it hail
the proverbial nine lives of the mg
tribe.
Against such an animal it wan
hopeless to match dog-s. It was said.
In the school-books of 40 years ago,7
that "three British mastiffs can pull
down a full-grown Asiatic lion." Per- ,
haps they could; but they would hays
been sorry of they had tackled • full-
s-raven American mountain lion of
that time. Be was not to be "pulled
down" by anything; and if he had
been "pulled down," that was exactly
the position in which he fought beat.
With his back protcted by the earth,
and all four fearfully armed paws fly-
ing free, aided by .his terrible teethe
and a body so strong that it could
not be held in any position—well,
when he was "down" was the times
that he was most "up."
He once was found in all the Rocky
mountain regions, -from the jaguar.
haunted tropical forests of the ex..
treme south to the' home of the
northern winter blizzard; but he at-
tained his greatest size and ferocity',
on the subtropical plateau of north-
ern Mexico, New Mexico and Arisotes.
These animals are no longer while'
they were. The tourist or hunter pf
to-day cannot hove to fine any of t
old-teme power or ferocity.
Clippings fat Royal Reading.
Al his children -attained the age
ten King Edward had everything
writing them which appeared In
newspapers, parted into albums, a
these were handed ,ower to them w
they reached yeantied discretion.
prince of Walee however, began at
beginning, and each if his
has di volume of newspaper 411111116.4
law 




TEN PER CENT OF THE MO-
SQUITOES IN PADUCAH ARE
ANOPHELES, OR THE KIND
THAT CARRY THE MALARIA
GERM. YOU SHOULD EXER-
CISE EVERY MEANS POSSIBLE
TO KEEP YOUR CHILDREN,
YOURSELF, OR ANY MEMBER
OF YOUR FAMILY FROM BEING
BITTEN BY THIS DANGEROUS
INSECT.
SKAT SKEETER
IS GUARANTEED TO KEEP
THEM OFF. IT IS PUT UP IN




Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. ao.
Cor. 4th and Broadway,
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
LOCAL NEWS
Born, Sunday to the wife of Mr.
Will Theobald, a girl.
The Kentucky Realty Co., ro8 Fra-
ternity Building. Old phone 85i.
—The anti-spit ordinance as amend
ed has been signed by Mayor Yeiser
and is now a law. Be careful where
you spit or it may cost you a fine in
the city court. The police have strict
orders to enforce the law.
Actual work of tearing down the
discarded I. C. railroad bridge over
the Tennessee near Gilbertsville was
begun yesterhay. The work will be
cOntimred until the bridge is entirely
removed.
—Josie Sebastian, better known as
Florence Patton§ now of St. Louis,
has filed suit to oust Lucile Thomp-
son from the house at ro44 Kentucky
avenue which she claims 61-4 her prop-
erty. The case is to come before Jus-
tice Bar ‘er on Thursday.
—It is said that the charges
brought against Sanitary Inspector
Henry Bush for failing to perform
his duty, have been withdrawn.
—Oletba May Fletcher, colored,
died suddenly Sunday in Broad Alley
and was buried yesterday in the coun-
ty grave yard by Coroner Charles
Crow.
—A big crowd will leave today on
the Chicago excursion. Drs. Graves
and Stewart were kept busy yesterday
issuing health certificates for those
going.
—Miss Mettle Peyton, aged 17
years, claugirter of Mr. R. MI Peyton,
died at Lovelaceville Sunday of ty-
phoid fever. The burial took place
Monday at LOvelaceville.
—The saloons of the city with per-
haps only two exceptions were open
for business yesterday. On the opin-
ion of Pro Tern Judge Cross, of the
-city court, that the primary of yester-
day was not regular under the law,
the saloon men opened their houses.
It appears that the law which re-
quires notice of a primary to be post-
ed in every precinct forty dlays before
the election was not complied with.
hence the opinion that the primary
was not according to law.
SEVERAL SUITS FILED.
Three Divorces Wanted and Two
Debt Judgments Asked For.
Yesterday was a big day for filing
suite.
Newton Fowikes filed suit against
Ener Fowikes for divorce on the
ground's of abandonment. They mar-
ried in April, row and. separated in
September row.
Attorney D. A. Cross filed there
suits as follerws:
Annie Austin vs. Chilton Austin
for divorce, giving abandonment and
other reasons.
John McCann against Mattie Mc-
Cann, same reasons.
A kouit was filed in quarterly court
for W. J. Suit against joheph Waters
for an alieged debt of $133.
M. M. Conneal and Jake Bieder-
man sued Joseph and Ed Broyles for
payment on good's sold amounting'
to $117.20 and cost.
Rosa Robertson, executrix of Jas.
E. Rbertson sued James E. English
for Payment on a note of $296•74 with
interest and costs. .
ABOUT THE PEopLE I resentative, is the guest of friends in
Mr. and Mors. Fred Acker and Miss
Olga List will leave today for Chica-
go and Waukesha, Wis. Miss List will
visit at Lake Winona before return-
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Harbour have
gone to New York to buy dry goods.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Acker leave to-
day for Milwaukee.
Mr. W. F. Morris and faMily leave
today for Chicago.
Mr. Hugh Thomas and sister, Miss
Angie Thomas, leave today for CM-
cago, Milwaukee and other points in
the North.
Mr. M. D. Dix, of Memphis, is in
the city.
Mrs. Arthur I. McCarmack, of Bowl
ing Green, is in the city.
Mr. H. B. Donaldson, of .Louisville,
is at the Palmer.
Miss Sallie B. Quarles, of Maxon's
Mill,and Misses Nannie A. Major and
Myra M. Word, of Hopkinsville, are
the guests of Miss Daisy Dale at the
New Richmond.
Messrs S. A. Fowler and Alex.
Kirkland have gone to Toledo, 0.,
as delegates to the annual league of
American municipalities from this
city.
Chief James Woodes, of the fire de-
partment, was doe home last night
from the national fire chiefs' conven-
tion in Duluth, Minn.
Mrs. WI'moth Rook will go to Chi-
cago today to visit Mr. and Mrs. T.
F. Barton.
Miss Jessie Rook has returned from
Crossiain Springs near Nashville.
'Mks. Jas. Meadows, of Lexington,
Tenn., is the guest of Miss Jessie
Rook.
Mrs. Rosa Frank, of Little Cypress,
is the guest of Mr. Ed Morgan on
South Fifth street.
J. P. McElrath, of Murray, is in the
city.
Druggist A. A. Nelson, of Benton,
is in the city.
C. G. Beale, of Evansville, is at the
Palmer.
Mr. A. R. Robertson and wife, of
Nashville, are at the Palmer.
Mr. F. D. Rodfus and son Weil will
leave today for Milwaukee and Wau-
kesha springs to be absent several
days on account of the latter's health.
Attorney Pete Seay, of Mayfield,
was in the city yesterday.
Miss Mabel Hughes will leave today
for Chicago.
Mrs. Clarence Chamblin left last
night for Moberly, Mo., to attend the
bedside of her father, Mr. S. W. Jef-
frey, who is dangerously ill.
Mr. Porter Adams, the popular lin-
otype operator, has returned from
Little Rock, Ark., and i4 again on the
Register force.
Mr. J. H. Evans has arrived from
Sheffield, Ala., to accept a position
with Warren and Warren the jewel-
ers. •
Mrs. P. H. Atkinson and children
leave today Nor Spartansburg, N. C..
where she will join Mr. Atkinson and
rrake that their home. lifirs. Atkin-
son is the daughter 04 Col. Bud Dale.
Dr. Tom Mbse and family, of the
county, left Sunday on their way to
their new home in the Phillippines,
where the doctor goes to assume
a government position to which he
was recently appointed.
Miss Maud Lemon, of Mayfield, vis-
ited her sister, Mrs. Lloyd Baker,
Sunday.
Mrs. J. K. Wilson and Miss 011ie
Wilson left Sunday for Leitchfield,
Beaver Dam and other places on a
two weeks' visit.
'Mr. J. E. Perryman, the printer,
came up from Trenton, Tenn., Sunday
and returned last night.
J. W. Helsley has returned from
Eallard county, where he went in the
interest of the W. 0. W.
Dr. C. B. Riley, of Oak Level, is in
the city.
Jeff Young, after a few days' illness,
is able to be out.
Mrs. Sam Jackson, of Needles, Cal.,
is visiting in the city.
Miss Mary Allen, of the county, is
the guest of Itliss Bernice Miller.
Oscar Baker has returned from May
field.
Mrs. J. R. Caldwell and sister, Miss
Dot Connelly, will leave today for Chi
cago.
Miss Helen Dunn is visiting in
Smithland.
Mr. George Cabell leaves today for
Chicago.
Mrs. Sutherland leaves today
for Chicago.
Mr. W. E. Cochran leaves today
for Michigan.
Miss Mary McGarrigal has returned
from a visit to Nashville.
Mr. C. W. Morrison went to Louis-
ville yesterday.
Mrs. Ida Parish, of Madisonville, is
here on .a
Mr. S. H Blackwell, of Fulton, is
in the city.
Mr. Charles Thompson is in New
York on business.
Miss Marrie Townsend and Miss
Olga List leave for Chicago today.
Mrs. Jacob Wallerstein left yester-
day for a two weeks' visit to Dawson.
Miss Bertie Curd is home from a
visit to Whitlock, Tenn.
Mr. Charles Richardson has return-
ed from a visit to Cadiz and other
places.
Mr. Frank Budley, of Princeton, is
here on a visit.
Rev. G. M. McNeilly has returned
to his home in Russellville after a vis-
it here. .
Mr. Charles Trucheart left yester-
cay for Louisville afte ra visit to the
city.
Dr. J. E. Williamson leaves today
for Lotesvilk.
Mr. Willie Harrison and Mr. Boyce
Puryear, of Clarksville, are visiting in
the city.
Dr. P. H. Stewart leaves today for
Bedford, Iowa, to visit his sister, Mrs.
Charles Willis, who is ill.
Miss Dow Husbands, w-tro is con-
valescing after an attack of fever, will
leave Soday for Sevvanee, Tenn.
Mrs. Archie Johnstone, of Mobile,
Ala., is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. V. A. Hutchinson.
, Mr. F. B Hamilton and Mr George
Hamilton, of Jackson, Tenn., are here
o na visit.
Mr. Lloyd Sweatman, of Jackson,
Tenn., is here on a vi-it.
Mr and Mrs. John Walters and
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Martin, of Frank-
fort, will arrive tomorrow with the
governor's party.
-Mrs. Thomas Hall, of Frankfort, at
rives tonight to visit Mrs. Harry
Tandy.
Miss Myra Nolen .has gone to St.
Louis after a visit to relatives here.
Mr. R. L. Ely has gone East to
purchase his fall stock.
Mr. Gus Reitz has returned from
Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Hill have return
ed from Old Point Comfort.
Mr. S. A. Fowler returned yester-
day frc'rni Chicago
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Edwards leave to
day for Chicago.
Mr. Dan McFadden has gone to St.
Louis for a ten days' visit.
Miss Sophia Burnett leaves tomor-
r(.,w for a visit to St. Louis.
Mrs. Ed Miller and children have
returned from Ballard county.
Master Hal Taylor, of Union City,
is visiting his aunt, Mrs. R. R. Wins-
ton.
Mr. F. M. Botrrne is visiting in Law
renceburg; Ky.
Conductor Tom Flynn has gone to
Louisville to recover from his recent
illness.
Drusie Martin, of Pinckney-
v;11e, Ky., is visiting relatives in the
city.
Mrs. Horace Rivers, Miss Eva Dix-
on, Miss Lela Beadles, Mr. Will Mc-
Cairn and Mr. John Yancey leave to-
day for Mammoth Cave.
Hon. Henry Lawrence, of Cadiz,
editor of the Cadiz Record and can-
didate for speaker of the house of rep
Heard by a Large Audience.
There was a large audience at The
Kentucky last evening to hear ex-Gov.
"Bob" Taylor Tailor's lecture on "The
Castles in the Air." The lecture was
replete with happy thoughts and was
most 'highly enjoyed by all so fortu-
nate as to be present. Any attempt
to epitomise would be unpardonable
so The Register is brief in its com-
ments.
The lecture was under the auspices
of the Paducah Traveling Men's club
and they were duly courteous in their
reception of the distinguished lecturer.
Punched Each Other.
Two of the state guards while in
the city last night late got into a fight
on North Fourth street and ere they
were vertex' blood Was flowing. The
police got them, but at the city hall
they were taken in charge by repre-
sentatives from the encampment with
promise of being presented for Via)
today. This little row caused much
excitemen. 1
Galvanized Rubber Roofing war-
ranted for steep or flat roof or over
old shingles, requires no coating or
paint. Ford Manufacturing Co., Chi-
cago. G. R. Davis & Bro., local
agents.
Stray Pony.
A black and white pony strayed
from arty home. Reward for its re-
turn. 1 I




meld family. Inquire at 408 Wash-
ington street. tf
WANTED—White girl to do gen-
eral housework. Call at 310 Clark
street or telephone 1583.
FOR RENT—Furnished rooms
within three blocks of Fourth and
Broadway. Ring old phone 613-4
AVIANTED—To rent a 4-room
house or flat for small family. Old
'phone 630. MRS, J. K. LEMON.
FOR RENT—Three downstairs
rooms, electric lights, gas, hydrant
and cistern wator. Apply 513 North
Sixth.
FOR SALE—Sideboard, refrigera-
tor, gas range, one set dining chairs
and shades. Apply to Dr. P. H.
Stewart, 623 Jefferson street.
WANTED—Men to learn barber
trade. Few weeks cornplietes. Po-
sitions guaranteed. Top wages paid
graduates. Can earn expenses be-
fore finishing. Write today. MO
LER BARBER COLLEGE, St.
Louis, Mo.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
dwelling, seven rooms, fasge recep-
tion hall, Hot and cold water, good
out buildings, nice yard with shade
trees. Wil sell on terms to suit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at




Manager Thomas W. Roberts, of
the Kentucky theater, yesterday an-
nounced his staff as follows:
William Utterback, stage manager.
Russell Hughes, assistant stage
manager.
Thomas Wheelis, dectrioisan ancD
property man.
Fred Swenter, main door keeper.
An assistant treasurer and minor
employes will be named later.
The Aliens (Leon and Bertie) the
refined singers who are singing the
song bit of the season on the theme
"Scissors to Grind," never fail to
become great favorites and create
much applause. The feature of their
entertainment, however, is the med-
ley of popular airs sung by Mr. Allen
,and then repeated by Mrs. Allen,
(which always creates applause, will
be seen with the sterling attraction.
"Lord Baltimore," at The Kentucky
or Friday, August 25.
1 The ever interesting On theBridge at Midnight" is coming to
'The Kentucky Saturday and the fa-
mous drama with its realistic "life"
bridge and elaborate river, with pas-
sing steamer, will undoubted's,' take
its proper place among the most suc-
cessful attractions here this season.
Among the Sick.
Miss Hallie Ilisey, though convalesc
ing, is still confined to her room.
Mr. Harry Summerville, the West-
ern Union operator, has recovered
from his spell of sickness sufficiently
to be out again.
R. Dawes, the railroad conductor,
is ill at his residence on West Broad-
y.
Mr. Albert Jones, of Bridge street,
after several- days of illness from few
er, has developed an attack of rheum-
atism.
. H. Scheer, of 816 Tennesnee street,
who is seriously ill with cancer, was
yesterday thought to be little better.
His condition, however, is precarious.
Mr. Luke Burractel, of the Suther-
land Medicine company, is recovering
from an attack of fever.
Joe Cothran, a former bartender, is
confined to his room over Casper
Jones' saloon, corner Third and Nor-
ton streets, in a critical condition
from consumption.
PLAIN LACE CURTAINS,
LAUNDERED, AT as CENTS A
PAIR; FANCY, 35 CENTS. BLAN-
KETS, 25 AND 35 CENTS A PAIR.
WE GUARANTEE NOT TO TEAR
THE FINEST CURTAINS MADE.
PAD. TOILET SUPPLY CO.
Old Phone ears.
Miss Maude Cunningham and Miss
Florence Lynn are sojourning at Dix-
on this week.
When Youre 'Dry asa Fish'
THE DRINK YOU WANT THE DRINK THAT
...."QUENCHES THIRST, COOLS THE BODY, TONES
UP THE SYSTEM AND MAKES YOU FRESH AND




IS THE PUREST, MOST DELICIOUS BEER ON TAP
_ANYWIiERE. IT'S MADE FROM CAREFULLY SE-
LECTED MALT AND HOPS, BY THE MOST PER-
FECT MODERN BREWING SYSTEM.






The Standard Flour of
The World,
3W, 
Call Camp Yeiser Over
[AS! TENNESSEE TELEPHONE CO.
Exclusive Exchange Connection





35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
:30 UN'TIL 2 P. M. 
reli:
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 500. I4:34 641.
{
E.G. BOONE,
GENERAL INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE A.GENCY. SPEC.
IAL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURNISH SECURITY.
OLD PHONE NO. 204.
Chicago Excursion.
The excursion to Chicago will leave
Paducah Union depot promptly at to
a. m., Tuesday, August 22nd, and will
not make any other stop inside the
city limits. The train will run. via
Cairo. The Illinois quarantine restric-
tions will not interfere with this ex-
cursion, but passengers are advised to
psoctsre health certificates before leav-
ing the city. Fare for the round trip
$5.00. Tickets good returning until
August 30th. Tickets good going only
on the special excursion train.
J. T. Donovan, Agent, Paducah, Ky.
G. C. Warfield, Ticket Agt., Union
Depot.
RUBBER TIRES.
For cash, until September rat, I
will re-rubber vehicles with first-class
International solid two-wire rubber
tires at To per cent, discount from
regular prices. J. V. GREIF, Man-
ager, 319 Kentucky avenue.
Mr. Geo. C. Vernon and wife left
yesterday kw Louisvile, Cincinnati
and other phoes.
Electric Light Notice.
All bills are dale and payalzie at the
office of the company, tio South
Fourth street. Current will be die..




For sale. Stock of grooeries at tor-
rer Ninth and Terinessor. Will ex-
change for real estate or cash or notes
v, ith seculity.
 •
Get a age bottle of Secthal. It fa at
reliable, powerful and prompt disim-
fectant. Instantly deodorizes and dis-
infects any material it is applied to. 
Nomatter how fettid or offensiva.,
destrcire and neutralizes all poisonous
geese& arising from decayed animal or
vegetable matters, arrests decomposi..
tion and prevents contagion. It pu-
rifies the air without creating any
odor whatever. Dilute highly, ac-
cording to directions and sprinkle
about freely. It does not stain. For
robe at all drug stores.
FULL LINE SASH, DOORS, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sherrill-Kussell Lumber Co.
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